COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING AGENDA
Tuesday April 6, 2021 | 7:00 pm
Virtual Meeting via Zoom

ZOOM MEETING PUBLIC ACCESS WEBSITE

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88223466081

CHAIRPERSON – Mayor Sue Paterson
1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

DISCLOSURE OF PECUNIARY INTEREST

3.

AGENDA ADDITIONS OR DELETIONS

4.

HEALTH & SAFETY MESSAGE – Spring Cleaning Safety Tips – Councillor Koebel

5.

DELEGATIONS
5.1 Chris Hughes and Alanna Davidson, BC Hughes – Hanover Retention and Attractions
campaign.
5.2 Ben Sumner – Backyard Poultry Proposal.

6.

STAFF REPORTS
6.1

Report CAO-06-21 – Electronic Signature Policy
Recommendation – That Report CAO-06-21 Electronic Signature Policy be received; and
That Council approve Policy ADM-021 as presented.

6.2

Report HR-02-21 – Compensation and Benefits Market Survey Terms of Reference
Recommendation – That Report HR-02-21 Compensation and Benefits Market Survey
Terms of Reference be received; and
That Council approve the attached Terms of Reference as presented.

6.3

Report DCS-08-21 – Elimination of Vacant Unit Rebate Program
Recommendation – That Report DCS-08-21 Elimination of Vacant Unit Rebate Program be
received; and
That Council request a by-law be presented at the next council meeting to eliminate the
vacant unit rebate program in the Town of Hanover.

6.4

Report FI-05-21 – Fire Safety Grant
Recommendation – That Report FI-05-21 Fire Safety Grant be received; and
That Council approve the proposed uses for the Fire Safety Grant as outlined;
That the Mayor and Clerk be authorized to sign the attached Fire Safety Grant Transfer
Payment Agreement between the Province and the Town of Hanover.

6.5

Report ED-03-21 – Community Improvement Program (CIP) Application and Approval
Authority Recommendation
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Recommendation - That Report ED-03-21 Community Improvement Program (CIP)
Application and Approval Authority Recommendation be received;
That Administration be directed to enter into a Community Improvement Program Funding
Agreement with the owners of 453 9th Street; and
That Administration be directed to bring forward an amending by-law designating approval
authority for applications as outlined.
6.6

Report PW-05-21 – 21st Avenue ‘A’ Storm Sewer Rehabilitation Tender
Recommendation - That Report PW-05-21 21st Avenue ‘A’ Storm Sewer Rehabilitation
Tender be received;
That the project be awarded to Infrastructure Coatings Corporation for a total cost of
$220,000 plus HST; and
Further that the Mayor and Clerk be authorized to enter into a contract with Infrastructure
Coatings Corporation for the completion of this work.

6.7

Report PRC-03-21 – Parks Reassessment Recommendation
Recommendation - THAT Report PRC-03-21 – Parks Assessment Recommendation be
received; and
That Hanover council support the Parks, Recreation and Culture Advisory Committee’s
recommendations with respect to park assessments as outlined.

7.

REPORTS AND CORRESPONDENCE FOR INFORMATION
7.1

Report ED-04-21 – Hanover’s Innovative People Program (HIPP) – Attraction and Retention
Program

7.2

Report FI-06-21 – Monthly Activity Report – March 2021

7.3

Hanover Police Services Board Minutes – March 15, 2021

7.4

Hanover Public Library Board Minutes – March 25, 2021

7.5

Committee of Adjustment Minutes – March 30, 2021

7.6

Saugeen Mobility and Regional Transit Minutes – January 22, 2021

7.7

Saugeen Municipal Airport Commission – March 1, 2021

7.8

Saugeen Municipal Airport Commission Media Release

7.9

Ministry of the Solicitor General – Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act Notice of
Compliance

7.10 Ministry of Finance – Ontario Cannabis Legalization Implementation Fund (OCLIF) Surplus Excise
Duty Disbursement
7.11 Ontario Recreation Facilities Association (ORFA) – Open Letter to ORFA Members and Industry
Employers
7.12 Community Safety and Well-Being Plan Survey Poster
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PLANNING AND OTHER MEETINGS
8.1

Planning Advisory Committee Meeting – Tuesday April 13, 2021 | 5:00pm
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85006353813

8.2

Notice of Public Meeting – Monday April 19, 2021 | 7:00pm
- Zoning By-law Amendment (Z2-21) | Saugeen Cedar West
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83533023806

8.3

Cultural Roundtable Committee Meeting – Tuesday April 7, 2021
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87866661089

8.4

Heritage Committee – Thursday April 15, 2021 | 10:00am

8.5

Age Friendly Committee Meeting – Tuesday April 20, 2021 | 2:00pm
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83482024376

8.6

Economic Development Committee Meeting – Wednesday April 21, 2021 | 9:00am
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86579114415

8.7

Saugeen Municipal Airport Meeting – Wednesday April 21, 2021 | 1:30pm
Meeting link posted website; https://www.saugeenmunicipalairport.com/

8.8

Parks, Recreation and Culture Advisory Committee – Wednesday April 28, 2021 | 7:00pm
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84302027365

DATES TO REMEMBER AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
9.1

Next Regular Council Meeting – Monday April 19, 2021 | 7:00pm

9.2

Next Regular Committee of the Whole Meeting - Monday May 3, 2021 | 7:00pm

10. NOTICE OF MOTION
11. CLOSED MEETING
12. ADJOURNMENT

VISION STATEMENT
We are a progressive, evolving and inclusive community. We value our heritage, appreciate our small town appeal and
support growth.
CORPORATE VALUES
Progressive – embracing change; promoting collaboration; anticipating and planning for the future and striving for
continuous improvement
Public Service – responding efficiently and effectively with compassion and respect to citizens’ needs
Positive Working Environment – working together as a team in a supportive, interactive environment this is both
personally and professionally rewarding
Accountability – acting on behalf of the community in a fair, transparent and cost effective manner
Responsible – preserving, protecting and enhancing the social and environmental attributes of the community in a
fiscally responsible manner

4.

HEALTH & SAFETY MESSAGE
Spring Cleaning Safety Tips
From clearing out eavestroughs to firing up the BBQ, it’s finally spring cleaning season!
Avoid potential hazards by following commons safety tips.
Ladders. When cleaning out eavestroughs, place ladders on solid footing and have a
spotter. Avoid overextending your reach and keep any needed tools close at hand and
easy to reach.
Backyards. Do a quick walk through your yard to check for stones, debris or garbage
that may have accumulated over the winter. Severe injuries can result from stepping on
objects or hitting them with your lawnmower, so make sure your grass and walkways are
clear.
Wear protection in the grass. Wear safety goggles, sturdy shoes, and long pants
when using lawn mowers and other machinery. Wear gloves to protect from skin
irritations, cuts, and contaminants.
BBQs. Before turning on your grill, examine all the components to make sure they
haven’t been broken or damaged during the winter. Don’t forget to check for small
animals like mice, which can block gas lines and cause an explosion if turned on.
Thoroughly clean all grilling surfaces before placing food on them.
Air it out. If cleaning indoors, try to opt for natural cleaners like vinegar, water and
baking soda. Not only are they effective at removing dirt and cleaning windows, but they
won’t expose you to potentially harmful chemicals. If stronger chemical cleaners are
needed, keep children away and open windows to keep the room well ventilated.

5.1

Hello

The Project Approach

1. Define goals and targets audiences
2. Through research, identify opportunities and note
gaps
3. Determine partnership opportunities
4. Build creative for targeted campaigns
5. Thread everything together for a overarching program
framework
6. Develop a marketing & communication plan for each
target

Cultural assets are
economic drivers in and
for a community

Culture adds vibrancy, depth and
interest to life in Hanover.

But you already knew that,
that’s why we’re here ;)

The Role of the Cultural
Roundtable

•
•
•
•

Get people excited.
Get peers on board.
Be leaders.
Be change agents.

Economic Development
•
•
•
•

Leverage local resources to grow
the economy
Strengthen Hanover’s position as
regional centre
Increase working relationships with
the business community and,
neighbouring municipalities
Create a progressive & evolving
framework for long-term prosperity

The Role of the Economic
Development Committee

• Encourage & support existing businesses
• Communicate why Hanover is a great place for
business
• Make doing business in Hanover easy
• Collaborate to reach greater heights

Project Framework:
The following 4 individual campaigns will be threaded together to create an
overarching economic development program framework.
This umbrella program aims to support economic diversification including:
•
•
•
•

leveraging culture as a means to attract new families to the community,
build employment opportunities,
expand existing businesses, and
encouraging investment.

Threading the pieces together.

Campaign #1
The Apprentice

The Goal:
Engage and Retain Local Youth.

Approach:
Drive awareness, by targeting 13-16-year old's to make them aware of
apprenticeship opportunities and how charting this path can lead to some
pretty awesome careers. The Apprentice campaign focuses directly on
speaking to youth currently located in Hanover and the surrounding region.

Campaign Components:

• Create a local apprentice partnership program
• Re-invigorate the Launch Pad Youth Activity & Technology Centre brand
• Level up local student awareness of Launch Pad
• The Trades are Cool – video
• Social media targeted video ads

Campaign #2
Match Maker

The goal:
To leverage the critical mass of cultural assets in the community, increasing
Hanover’s positioning as a vibrant cultural community.
Sub goal:
Inspire Hanover residents to participate in and become aware of all the cultural
assets available within the community.

Approach:
Match a local resident with a custom cultural itinerary based on their individual
profile. Leverage the depth of cultural mapping assets already collected in
addition to new resources identified.

Campaign Components:
• Volunteer identification
• Create microsite with quiz functionality
• Create a branded sign/ stamp/ sticker & digital graphic
•
• Press release & other communication
• Digital ads

Campaign #3
Vegas North

The goal:
New Resident Recruitment.

Approach:
Don’t fight what’s already brewing…literally. Focus on leveraging
Hanover’s developing entertainment district to create festival city vibe
attractive to urbanities looking for a new community to live in.
This digital campaign will leverage cultural assets (music, racetrack,
casino) coupled with microbrewers to appeal to the under 30
demographics through video content.

Campaign Components:
• Gather background stats/ information

• Video creation
• Microsite
• Targeted video ads

Campaign #4
Start Up Sarah

The goal:
Recruit Entrepreneurs
Approach:
Attract creative thinkers, tinkers and toolers to the region by leveraging
the CIP start up incentive and additional business supports (such as
business success matching coupon codes etc.) available in the
community as a way to entice new businesses to put down roots and
thrive in Hanover.
The campaign will be a highly targeted digital ad campaign (deployed on
Instagram and Facebook) which will encourage young entrepreneurs to
customize their dream business in Hanover.

Campaign Components:

• Identify local business gaps & partnership opportunities
• Gather testimonials & imagery
• Microsite

• Digital ads

In Summary

Questions?

5.2

Proposal to Amend Hanover’s By-Laws to Permit the Keeping of Small Flocks of Backyard
Poultry
Background and Rationale
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Both food insecurity and the environmental impact of industrial food production and
distribution are increasing concerns to many people
(https://www.foodsafety.ca/blog/food-insecurity-rise-canada and
https://www.terrapass.com/environmental-impact-of-food).
Food insecurity impacts more than 1.2 million children living in Canada which negatively
impacts social, mental and physical health (https://proof.utoronto.ca/food-insecurity/).
Food insecurity has been brought to the forefront for many people as a direct result of
the COVID 19 pandemic.
Small flocks of poultry raised by families are a practical way for people to increase their
own food security and reduce their environmental impacts.
Poultry have commonly been prohibited in urban areas because of the perceived
nuisance and health impacts.
Small flocks of poultry in appropriate locations circumstances, can be kept without
causing undue nuisance to residents of the town
(https://poultry.extension.org/articles/poultry-management/urban-poultry/developingregulations-for-keeping-urban-chickens/).
Hanover’s Animal Control By-Law prohibits the possession of livestock, which includes
poultry. Refer to Appendix 1 on Page 5 for a summary of relevant sections from
Hanover’s current by-laws.
Many municipalities in Ontario have amended by-laws in recent years to facilitate the
keeping of backyard poultry with appropriate limitations. Relatively locally, this includes
the Town of Meaford, Saugeen Shores, Centre Wellington and the City of Guelph. For
comparison’s sake, Meaford’s urban landscape is similar to Hanover’s and so is an
excellent comparison. They have very thorough and relatively restrictive by-law
provisions regarding backyard poultry. Both Saugeen Shores and Centre Wellington
have poultry provisions relatively similar to those of Meaford. The City of Guelph has
taken a much less prescriptive approach and provides an interesting counterbalance to
consider.
Additional resources:
https://www.poultryindustrycouncil.ca/education/raising-backyard-chickens
http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/livestock/poultry/smallflock.html
https://www.nfacc.ca/poultry-code-of-practice#section3
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https://www.saugeenshores.ca/en/living-in-ourcommunity/resources/Documents/Chicken-By-law.pdf
https://www.centrewellington.ca/en/townshipservices/resources/Documents/LegislativeServices/Centre-Wellington-Animal-By-lawDraft---April-2019-Website.pdf
Meaford’s Current Rules
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

The municipality of Meaford currently permits the keeping of backyard hens. Refer to
Appendix 2 on Page 7 for a summary of relevant sections from Meaford’s by-laws.
They do not directly limit the number of hens, but require appropriate housing which is
regulated by provisions for accessory structures in their zoning by-law and minimum
standards in a by-law specific to poultry and community gardens. Minimum space
requirements per bird and maximum size provisions for accessory structures indirectly
limits flock size.
Their zoning by-law addresses matters such as lot line setbacks, maximum lot coverage,
maximum building height, maximum size and minimum setback from dwellings on
adjacent lots.
Their poultry by-law addresses matters including the minimum space required per bird
and minimum care and cleanliness requirements.
I cannot find any specific source or rationale for their minimum space requirements,
though a municipal planner has advised me that it may come from the “Keeping Your
Birds Healthy” tool kit (referenced below).
In accordance with their poultry by-law, all backyard poultry must be registered by the
municipality through the submission of an application.
Applicants must attest to having read both the OMAFRA Factsheet entitled
"Biosecurity Recommendations for Small Flock Poultry Owners" and the Resource Kit
entitled "Keeping Your Birds Healthy" distributed by the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Rural Affairs. This kit is not actually currently available, according to OMAFRA.
(http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/livestock/poultry/smallflock.html).

Guelph’s Current Rules
•
•
•
•
•

The City of Guelph currently permits the keeping of backyard poultry. Refer to Appendix
3 on Page 12 for a summary of relevant sections from Guelph’s by-laws.
Their definition of poultry includes chickens, geese, ducks and pigeons.
Flocks must be registered, and are limited to a maximum of 10 birds.
Roosters are prohibited, but not male birds of the other permitted species.
Provisions regarding the construction of poultry housing are covered entirely by existing
zoning by-law provisions.
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•

Minimum care and cleanliness requirements are very general provisions of their animal
control by-law.

Commentary
Species and Gender Restriction
•

Meaford only allows female chickens to be kept. Guelph’s by-law specifically prohibits
roosters, but not males of the other permitted poultry species. In order to minimize the
likelihood of nuisance complaints, restricting backyard flocks to smaller species, and
quieter species or genders is a rational measure. Larger birds (e.g. geese and turkey),
and those which produce significant amounts of noise regardless of gender (e.g. guinea
fowl) are less suitable to urban spaces and should not be included in the list of
permitted species of backyard poultry. Other acceptable species should be covered in a
definition of backyard poultry. I suggest including chickens, ducks and quail in the
definition of permitted poultry, and allowing female birds.

Flock Size Restriction
•

Flocks in Guelph are limited to 10 birds and in Meaford are limited by a combination of
minimum space requirements for birds and maximum size of accessory structures. For
simplicities sake, a hard cap on the maximum number of birds may be preferred. I
suggest that 5 birds is a reasonable maximum.

Minimum Space and Other Quality of Life Provisions
•

Meaford prescribes minimum indoor and covered outdoor space requirements per bird.
I cannot find a specific source for the minimum dimensions that they cite. Hard and fast
rules on minimum space requirement are mis-guided as different breeds (especially
those of differing sizes) have different needs, let alone different species. Guelph relies
on existing legislation, for example the OSPCA definition of “distress”, to establish
minimum care requirements. This is more in keeping with industry standards, including
best practices established by the National Farm Animal Care Council (Poultry (Layers) Code of Practice for the Care and Handling of Pullets and Laying Hens (nfacc.ca) )which uses
general terms that allow flexibility based on species and breed (e.g. a sufficient number
of appropriately sized nests for the strain an number of hens must be provided). Using
existing minimum standards of care established by appropriate bodies is the
appropriate approach when dealing with backyard poultry.

Other Measures
•

In keeping with Hanover’s restrictions on outdoor fires within the central business
district, backyard poultry flocks can also be restricted from this area in order to reduce
the probability that the existing of backyard poultry flocks take away from the
professional image of Hanover’s small businesses.
3

•
•

In keeping with established standards regarding the registration of dogs and cats,
poultry flocks should also be registered with the town.
Simple measures can be incorporated into Hanover’s animal control by-law to reduce
the probability that backyard poultry flocks cause any sort of nuisance in other parts of
the Town including establishing a minimum distance for coops from neighbouring
residences.

Conclusion
With appropriate limitations to minimize the probability that they’ll cause a nuisance, backyard
poultry can be permitted within town limits. Systems have been implemented in a number of
local municipalities to facilitate the establishment of backyard poultry flocks. These forwardthinking municipalities have made simple changes to their by-laws, enabling their residents to
proactively address food security and minimize their environmental impacts. With similar
amendments to Hanover’s existing by-laws, the town should join these municipalities,
empowering residents to make positive change.
Refer to Appendix 4 on Page 13 for suggested amendments to Hanover’s existing by-laws to
permit backyard poultry flocks with appropriate measures to ensure bird health and minimize
the likelihood that flocks will cause nuisance concerns. The suggested amendments would;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Permit birds of suitable size and demeanor including female chicken, ducks and quail;
Limit flock size to no more than 5 birds;
Require flocks to be registered with the town;
Hold owners accountable to a standard of care established by provincial legislation
(Provincial Animal Welfare Services Act, 2019); and,
Maintain the prohibition of backyard poultry flocks within the central business district.
Include other measures to minimize the probability that poultry would cause a nuisance
including.
1) establishing a minimum setback from coops from neighbouring residences
2) set standards for the handling of feed and manure.
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Appendix 1 - Summary of Hanover’s Current By-Laws
By-Law 2819-13: A By-law to regulate Animal Control and Responsible Ownership in the Town
of Hanover
2. DEFINITIONS
“livestock” means cattle, horses, poultry, and similar animals kept for domestic use but not as
pets, especially on a farm or ranch.
20. PROHIBITED ANIMALS
20.1. No person shall own, harbour, possess, keep, sell or offer for sale any animal listed below
as a pet or for any other purpose or for any period of time.
20.1.16. all livestock
20.2. Notwithstanding Section 20.1, the prohibition shall not apply to:
20.2.1. circuses, carnivals, performances, exhibitions, zoos or public displays that have been
approved by the Town and where the applicant seeking the exemption will provide a liability
insurance certificate in the amount of $2,000,000.00 naming the Town of Hanover as an
additional insured;
20.2.2. a facility contracted by, owned or operated by the Town;
20.2.3. a veterinary hospital under the control of a licensed veterinarian;
20.2.4. anyone holding a licence under any statute of the Legislature of Ontario or the
Government of Canada, which permits the keeping of animals under stated conditions;
20.2.5. any animal being displayed or exhibited for a set period of time in a municipally
sanctioned event which is operated in accordance with all by-laws of the municipality; or,
20.2.6. the premises of an Institution of Education of an elementary, middle, junior or
secondary school operated by the Bluewater District School Board or the Bruce-Grey
Catholic District School Board where such animals are being kept for research, study or
teaching purposes, or on premises registered as Research Facilities under the Animals for
Research Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. A.22, as amended.
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By-Law 2912-15: Hanover Comprehensive Zoning By-Law
SECTION 3 DEFINITIONS
3.12 "Aviary" Means a place for keeping of birds
SECTION 6: GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR ALL ZONES
6.15 Prohibited Uses
All uses, including kennels, apiary, aviary plus the following uses, shall be prohibited, unless
otherwise provided for: …
SECTION 7: GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR RESIDENTIAL ZONES
7.2 Accessory Uses
7.2.2 Location
Except as otherwise provided herein, any accessory building or structure shall be erected only
between the principal building and the rear lot line and/or between the principal building and
the side lot line provided a minimum setback of 1 metre from the rear and side lot line is
provided. A 0 metre side yard setback shall be required where a common or mutual detached
garage is erected simultaneously on both sides of the lot line, as one building. This
notwithstanding, where the rear lot line or side lot line abuts a public street, the setback of the
accessory building or structure from the property boundary abutting the public street shall be
the same setback requirement applicable to the principal building. Notwithstanding the above,
an accessory building in the form of a detached garage shall also be permitted between the
principal building and the front lot line and/or between the principal building and the exterior
side lot line provided the setback of the accessory building or structure from the front lot line or
exterior side lot line maintains the same setback requirement applicable to the principal
building.
7.2.3 Lot Coverage and Height
Except as otherwise provided herein, the total lot coverage of all accessory buildings and
structures shall not exceed 10% of the lot area, nor shall the height of any accessory building or
structure exceed 5 metres.
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Appendix 2 – Summary of Relevant Sections of Meaford’s Current By-Laws
Zoning By-Law 60-2009
Part 3.0 - DEFINITIONS
BACKYARD POULTRY Means a pullet or hen kept for companionship as a pet or for the purpose
of providing food for the personal consumption of occupants of a dwelling on the same lot.
HEN Means a domesticated female chicken that is at least four months old.
LIVESTOCK, ACCESSORY Means the keeping of livestock for recreational purposes or personal
consumption by the occupants of the dwelling on the same lot. For purposes of this by-law,
Accessory Livestock shall not include Backyard Poultry or Hobby Beekeeping as otherwise
defined and permitted by this By-law.
4.29 BACKYARD POULTRY
Backyard poultry shall be permitted accessory to a residential use on the same lot. A building,
shelter or animal enclosure for keeping backyard poultry: a) Shall meet the requirements of
Section 4.1.6 (Animal Enclosures); and, b) Notwithstanding any other provision of this by-law to
the contrary, shall: i) not exceed 10m2 in total floor area, inclusive of outdoor enclosure; and, ii)
not be nearer than 10m from a dwelling on an adjacent lot.
4.1.6 ANIMAL ENCLOSURES
The provisions of Section 4.1.1.3; 4.1.1.4 and 4.1.1.5 shall apply to animal enclosures except for
4.1.1.3 c) which shall not apply.
4.1.1 GENERAL PROVISIONS
4.1.1.3 Permitted locations for detached accessory buildings and structures (except
boathouses, pump houses and boat docks)
Detached accessory buildings, structures and tarp structures subject to this section shall:
a) In a CR, RR, MH, C4, M3, A, RU, SA, I, MR or MAR Zone, be set back a minimum distance
equal to the minimum required front yard for the main building from the front lot line;
b) In a R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, RM, RT, SR, RLS, C1, C2, C3, C5, M1, M2, D or UAW Zone, be set
back the greater of the required front yard setback for the zone or a minimum distance
equal to that of the main front wall of the main building from the front lot line;
c) Notwithstanding subsection b) above:
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i) for lots in an SR, RLS or D Zone abutting Georgian Bay, be set back a minimum of 5.0
metres from the front lot line;
ii) for lots of 0.8 hectares or greater in size and in an SR or RLS zone, be setback a
minimum of 5.0 meters from the front lot line.
d) Be set back a minimum distance of 1.2 metres from the rear lot line; or, in the case of a
through lot, be a minimum distance of 5 metres from the rear lot line
e) Be set back a minimum distance equal to the required exterior side yard for the main
building from the exterior side lot line;
f) Be set back a minimum distance of 1.2 metres from the interior side lot line.
Notwithstanding this provision, a detached accessory building may share a common wall
with another detached accessory building on an abutting lot and no setback from the
interior side lot line is required on that side of the lot; and,
g) Comply with Section 4.23 of this By-law, if applicable.
4.1.1.4 Maximum height
a) Unless otherwise provided for in this By-law, the maximum height of any detached
accessory building or structure is 4.5 metres, save and except:
i. For a temporary assembly tent with a valid building permit and located on a lot for a
period of les
s than 14 days which shall be exempt from a height restriction; or,
ii. For an accessory building or structure in the RR, RU, A, SAzone, which shall not exceed
a maximum height of 5.5 metres.
b) Notwithstanding 4.1.1.4 a) above, on a lot in the RU, SA, or A zones which has a lot area of
at least 2 hectares and where an accessory building or structure meets the following
setbacks, the maximum permitted height shall be 11 meters:
i. The building or structure shall be set back a minimum distance of 7.5 metres from the
front, exterior side and rear lot lines; and,
ii. The building or structure shall be set back a minimum distance of 3 metres from an
interior side lot line.
4.1.1.5 Maximum lot coverage
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The maximum lot coverage of all detached accessory buildings and structures on a lot that has
an area of less than 2.0 hectares is 5 percent, with the exception of the R1, R2, R3 and R4
Zones, where it is 10 percent.
By-Law 077-2014, By-Law to Regulate the Keeping of Backyard Poultry, etc.
1.0 Definitions
"Backyard Poultry" means the accessory keeping of poultry for the purposes of
companionship as a pet or of providing food for the personal consumption of occupants
of a dwelling on the same lot, and does not include accessory livestock, or intensive
agricultural uses otherwise defined by the Municipality of Meaford's Zoning By-law;
"Hen" means a domesticated female chicken that is at least four months old;
2.0 General Prohibitions/Provisions - Backvard Poultry
2.1. The. provisions of this section shall apply to the keeping of Backyard Poultry within the
boundaries of the Municipality of Meaford.
2.2 Nothing in this section shall be interpreted as reducing or eliminating the need for full
compliance with the provisions of all applicable Federal and Provincial Statutes and
Regulations.
2.3 No person shall keep Backyard Poultry unless that person first registers with and receives a
permit from the Municipality of Meaford. An application for such permit must be signed
by the applicant and/or landowner and shall include the following mandatory fields and
declarations:
a) Date;
b) Name, Address, Postal Code & Telephone Number;
c) A declaration that the applicant has reviewed the following documents:
i) The OMAFRA Factsheet entitled "Biosecurity Recommendations for Small
Flock Poultry Owners";
ii) The Resource Kit entitled "Keeping Your Birds Healthy" distributed by the
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs;
d) A declaration that the applicant will provide for suitable housing and shelter of
poultry in their care and will maintain such housing in a clean and wholesome state
having regard for Biosecurity Recommendations for Small Flock Poultry Owners;
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e) A declaration that the applicant will provide the Backyard Poultry with appropriate
food, water, space, and environmental conditions conducive to good health and the
opportunity to socialize and engage in fundamental behaviours such as scratching,
roosting and dust bathing; and,
f) A declaration that the applicant has reviewed the relevant sections of the Municipality
of Meaford's Zoning By-law and will abide by the permissions and provisions therein.
2.4 A person who keeps one or more hens as Backyard Poultry shall:
a) Provide each hen with at least 0.37 m2 of coop floor area and at least 0.92 m2 of
covered outdoor enclosure;
b) Provide and maintain a floor of any combination of vegetated or bare earth in each
outdoor enclosure;
c) Provide and maintain, in each coop, at least one roost giving 15cm of space per hen
and also one nest box per four hens;
d) Keep each hen in an enclosed area at all times;
e) Provide each hen with food, water, shelter, light, ventilation, veterinary care, and
opportunities for essential behaviors, all sufficient to maintain the hen in good health;
f) Maintain each hen enclosure in good repair and sanitary condition, and free from
vermin and obnoxious smells and substances;
g) Construct and maintain each hen enclosure to prevent any rodent from harbouring
underneath or within its walls, and to prevent entrance by any other animal;
h) Keep a food container and water in each coop;
i) Keep each coop locked from sunset to sunrise;
j) Remove leftover feed, trash, and manure in a timely manner;
k) Store manure within an enclosed structure, and store no more than three cubic feet
of manure at a time;
I) Remove all other manure not used for composting or fertilizing;
m) Follow biosecurity procedures recommended by the Canadian Food Inspection
Agency;
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n) Keep hens for personal use only;
o) Not slaughter, or attempt to euthanize, a hen on the property; and,
p) Not dispose of a hen except by delivering it to a farm, abattoir, veterinarian, mobile
slaughter unit, or other facility that has the ability to dispose of hens lawfully.
2.5 A person who keeps Backyard Poultry other than hens, where permitted by amendment to
the Municipality of Meaford's Zoning By-law, shall:
a) Abide by items d) through p) of Section 2.4 of this by-law such items modified by
replacing 'hen' with the species of the other poultry proposed;
b) Provide for suitable housing and shelter, tailored to the needs of the species of
poultry in their care.
Meaford’s online information:
https://www.meaford.ca/en/living-here/backyard-chickens.aspx
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Appendix 3 - Summary of Relevant Sections of Guelph’s Current By-Laws
By-law (2016)-20122, A By-law to Regulate the Keeping, Registration, Licensing, Control and
Welfare of Certain Classes of Animals within the City of Guelph
Definitions 1. In this By-law the following terms shall have the corresponding meanings:
k) “Domestic Poultry” means Chickens, domestic Ducks, domestic Geese and Pigeons
u) “Registration” means a record of ownership and of the keeping of animals, as required
under this by-law. “Register” shall have a corresponding meaning
12. Any person who keeps domestic poultry shall register such keeping with the City or Pound
Operator. No person shall keep a rooster within the City limits.
13.No person shall keep any more than ten Domestic Poultry hens unless they are kept at all
times in a pen that:
a) Has a coop with a solid floor that is lined with an appropriate material to absorb fecal
matter and facilitate cleaning, and is disinfected regularly; and
b) Complies in all respects with the City’s Zoning By-law.
32. If an Animal is at large and/or trespassing, an Animal Protection Officer may seize and
impound such Animal.
35. No person shall create a situation where an Animal is likely to be in distress, as defined by
the OSPCA, because of:
i. Confinement by that person; or
ii. The number of Animals being kept by that person.
a) No person may kill a domestic Animal on residential property, except by a licensed
veterinarian or as otherwise authorized by the City.
b) Every Keeper of Domestic Poultry shall store all food for the Domestic Poultry in an
animal-proof secured container.
36. Except on land owned or occupied by an Animal’s Keeper that is located in an Agricultural
Area, every Keeper shall immediately remove and sanitarily dispose of all excrement of the
Keeper’s Animal.
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Appendix 4 – Proposed Amendments to Hanover’s Applicable By-Laws
(note that proposed amendments/additions are in bold)

BY-LAW NO. 2819-13 A By-law to Regulate Animal Control and Responsible Ownership in the
Town of Hanover
2. DEFINITIONS
“livestock” means cattle, horses, poultry, and similar animals kept for domestic use but not as
pets, especially on a farm or ranch.
“backyard poultry” means female chickens, ducks or quail kept for companionship as a pet or
for the purpose of providing food for the personal consumption of occupants of a dwelling on
the same lot.
20.PROHIBITED ANIMALS
20.1. No person shall own, harbour, possess, keep, sell or offer for sale any animal listed below
as a pet or for any other purpose or for any period of time.
20.1.16. all livestock
20.2. Notwithstanding Section 20.1, the prohibition shall not apply to:
20.2.1. circuses, carnivals, performances, exhibitions, zoos or public displays that have been
approved by the Town and where the applicant seeking the exemption will provide a liability
insurance certificate in the amount of $2,000,000.00 naming the Town of Hanover as an
additional insured;
20.2.2. a facility contracted by, owned or operated by the Town;
20.2.3. a veterinary hospital under the control of a licensed veterinarian;
20.2.4. anyone holding a licence under any statute of the Legislature of Ontario or the
Government of Canada, which permits the keeping of animals under stated conditions;
20.2.5. any animal being displayed or exhibited for a set period of time in a municipally
sanctioned event which is operated in accordance with all by-laws of the municipality; or,
20.2.6. the premises of an Institution of Education of an elementary, middle, junior or
secondary school operated by the Bluewater District School Board or the Bruce-Grey
Catholic District School Board where such animals are being kept for research, study or
teaching purposes, or on premises registered as Research Facilities under the Animals for
Research Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. A.22, as amended.
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20.2.7. backyard poultry, which shall be permitted accessory to a residential use outside of
the central business district as defined in the Town of Hanover Official Plan, subject to the
following provisions;
i) Backyard poultry flocks shall not exceed five animals;
ii) Every person who possesses backyard poultry shall
a) register the flock with the Town prior to the time that the flock comes into their
possession.
b) Provide each bird with food, water, shelter, light, ventilation, veterinary care, and
opportunities for essential behaviors, all sufficient to maintain the bird in good
health;
c) Keep a food container and water in each coop;
d) Keep each coop locked from sunset to sunrise;
e) Remove leftover feed, trash, and manure in a timely manner;
f) Store manure within an enclosed structure, and store no more than three cubic
feet of manure at a time;
g) Remove all other manure not used for composting or fertilizing;
h) Not slaughter, or attempt to euthanize, a hen on the property.
iii) A building, shelter or animal enclosure for keeping backyard poultry:
a) Shall meet the requirements of Sections 7.2.2 (Location) and 7.2.3 (Lot Coverage
and Height) of the Hanover Comprehensive Zoning By-Law; and,
b) Shall be maintained in good repair and sanitary condition, and free from vermin
and obnoxious smells and substances;
c) Shall be constructed and maintained to prevent any rodent from harbouring
underneath or within its walls, and to prevent entrance by any other animal;
d) Notwithstanding any other provision of this by-law to the contrary, shall:
1) not exceed 10m2 in total floor area, inclusive of outdoor enclosure; and,
2) not be nearer than 10m from a dwelling on an adjacent lot.
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iv) No owner of backyard poultry shall allow the animals to run at large or to trespass
on public or private property other than their own.
v) No person shall create a situation where an Animal is likely to be in distress, as
defined by the Provincial Animal Welfare Services Act, 2019, S.O. 2019, c. 13.
By-Law 2912-15: Hanover Comprehensive Zoning By-Law
SECTION 3 DEFINITIONS
3.12 "Aviary" Means a place for keeping of birds but does not include accessory structures
used to house backyard poultry in accordance with Section 20.2.7 of the By-law to Regulate
Animal Control and Responsible Ownership in the Town of Hanover.
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6.1

STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

Brian Tocheri, CAO/Clerk

DATE

April 6, 2021

REPORT

CAO-06-21

SUBJECT

Electronic Signature Policy

RECOMMENDATION
1. THAT Report CAO-06 -21 - Electronic Signature Policy be received; and
2. THAT Council approve Policy ADM-021 as presented.
BACKGROUND
COVID-19 has generated a significant shift towards the use of electronic documents particularly
as more people are working remotely in adherence with Provincial Orders and public health
recommendations. It is anticipated that this practice will continue after the pandemic has been
declared over. As such, a reasonable approach to securely obtaining and verifying digital
documents and signatures is appropriate to have in place.
DISCUSSION
The provisions of various pieces of legislation were considered in developing the attached
Electronic Signature Policy. For example, Bill 190, COVID-19 Response and Reforms to
Modernize Ontario Act, 2020, amended various Provincial legislation to permit electronic filing and
the use of electronic signatures to maintain certain business and corporate operations. The
Electronic Commerce Act, 2000 provides municipalities and its local boards and committees the
ability to transact business utilizing electronic signatures. The Act also outlines certain conditions
to be adhered to regarding the reliability and authenticity of digital signatures and electronic
submissions.
Provided appropriate procedures are in place, the acceptance of electronic signatures will
expedite workflow processes and improve customer service not only in response to the pandemic,
but into the future. The attached policy as well as the security and certificate features available
with Adobe software would allow the Corporation to transact electronic signatures efficiently and
securely.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no direct financial implications associated with this report.
LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This report supports the indicated Strategic Directions and Goals of the Town of Hanover.
☐Strategic Direction #1: Economic Development
Goal: To create an environment that supports economic diversification, a broader range of

attractive employment opportunities and our role as a regional centre in order to retain existing
residents and businesses and attract investment and new families to the community.
☐Strategic Direction #2: Community
Goal: To support initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding
lifestyles, increased cultural activity and a safer community.
☒Strategic Direction #3: Environment
Goal: To preserve or enhance our natural surroundings while implementing local initiatives
toward a more sustainable community.
☒Strategic Direction #4: Sustainable Municipal Operations
Goal: To continuously review the financial and operational aspects of municipal programs and
services and support the maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of our infrastructure.

Respectfully submitted,

Brian Tocheri
CAO/Clerk
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Policy and Procedure Manual
SECTION: Administration

POLICY #: ADM-021

Date Approved: April 6, 2021
Revision Date:

Electronic Signature Policy
Review Date:

Authority:
1.0 PURPOSE
To establish guidelines for the acceptance and use of electronic signatures by the Town of Hanover in order to
provide a consistent and streamlined approach to managing document approvals through an electronic
signature process.
2.0 SCOPE
This policy applies to all municipal departments. All electronic submissions are subject to the Municipal
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (MFIPPA).
3.0 DEFINITIONS
Certificate means a certificate or digital signature certificate. This is a unique, digitally signed document
which authoritatively identifies the identity of an individual or organization.
Digital Signature – see Electronic Signature
Electronic Document means a document created by municipal employees in digital form, including, but not
limited to minutes, by-laws, agreements, contracts, letters, etc.
Electronic Signature means symbols or other data in digital form included with an electronic submission as
verification of the sender’s intent to sign. Electronic signatures include, but are not limited to, a typed name at
the end of an email, a typed name on an electronic form or document, an image of a handwritten signature on
an electronic submission, a personal identification number (PIN), clicking “Agree” or “Disagree”, a handwritten
but digitally captured signature made on a touch device, such as a tablet or smartphone and a digital
signature captured through a digital signature certificate.
Electronic Submission means a document submitted electronically, including but not limited to, email, web
form, fax or external device (i.e., CD, hard drive, USB Flash Drive).
Town means The Corporation of the Town of Hanover.
4.0 APPLICATION
4.1

No person shall be compelled or required to transact using electronic signatures. If a traditional
(wet) signature is requested, the Town shall consent.

4.2

The Town may permit and accept the use of digital signatures at its discretion.
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4.3

A Department Head may, at their discretion, accept the electronic submission of documents bearing
electronic signatures.

4.4

The manner in which electronic submissions bearing electronic signatures are received must be
reliable for the purpose of identifying the person and will be accepted or declined at the discretion of
the responsible Department Head.

4.5

No person, through the transmission of an electronic submission bearing an electronic signature,
will represent themselves in a way that is false or misleading. Where it is believed that a
misrepresentation has occurred, the submission will not be processed.

4.6

No acknowledgement or confirmation of receipt from the Town is required in conjunction with an
electronic submission. It is the sole responsibility of the person transmitting an electronic
submission to ensure the submission has been received.

4.7

The Town may require a digital signature certificate that is valid at the time the electronic document
is digitally signed for any documents at the Town’s sole discretion. The Town shall require a digital
signature certificate for all agreements that are signed electronically. When required for use, the
certificate must be readable by any person or entity who is entitled to have access to the digital
signature certificate.

4.8

Any document signed electronically and containing personal information protected under The
Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act shall require a digital signature
certificate and one other form of encryption or password protection that prevents access and
modifications to the document.

4.9

Persons who falsify electronic records or electronic signatures are subject to disciplinary action up
to and including termination of employment. Any suspect or fraudulent activities are to be reported
immediately to a manager or supervisor within the individual’s department.

4.10 This policy does not limit the Town’s right to conduct a municipal transaction on paper or in nonelectronic form, nor affect the Town’s right or obligation to permit or require documents to be
provided or made available on paper when permitted.
4.11 The final version of a document requiring the Town seal will be deemed to have been sealed if the
document is signed in accordance with this policy.
4.12 Any documents signed under this policy will be managed in accordance with the Town’s Records
Retention Policy.
5.0

INTERNAL GOVERNANCE

The Clerk or designate will undertake a review of this Policy at least every four years.
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6.2

STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

Melissa Hilgendorff, Human Resources Coordinator

DATE

April 6, 2021

REPORT

HR-02-21

SUBJECT

2021 Compensation and Benefits Market Survey Terms of Reference

RECOMMENDATION
1. That Report HR-02-21 – 2021 Compensation and Benefits Market Survey Terms of
Reference be received; and
2. That council approve the attached terms of reference as presented.
BACKGROUND

In 2016, the Town of Hanover enlisted the services of Ward & Uptigrove (W&U) to complete a
compensation review. At a special meeting on January 16, 2017, council agreed to a number
of recommendations from W&U including implementation of the new pay grid, adoption of the
general philosophy of paying staff above market median, and updating the existing pay
administration policies.
HR-018 Salary Pay Grid Policy was approved by council in December 2017. The policy
states that normally, every four years the entire pay band grid will be compared to “the
market” to ensure the Town is paying employees fairly and achieving external equity.
DISCUSSION

2021 marks four years from the implementation of the market survey conducted by W&U.
The attached terms of the reference outline the scope of work and methodology for a market
survey to be completed this year. In recognition that benefits form an integral part of overall
total compensation, the 2021 survey will focus on both compensation and benefit coverage.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications associated with this report.
LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This report supports the indicated Strategic Directions and Goals of the Town of Hanover.
☒Strategic Direction #1: Economic Development
Goal: To create an environment that supports economic diversification, a broader range of
attractive employment opportunities and our role as a regional centre in order to retain existing
residents and businesses and attract investment and new families to the community.
☐Strategic Direction #2: Community

Goal: To support initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding
lifestyles, increased cultural activity and a safer community.
☐Strategic Direction #3: Environment
Goal: To preserve or enhance our natural surroundings while implementing local initiatives
toward a more sustainable community.
☒Strategic Direction #4: Sustainable Municipal Operations
Goal: To continuously review the financial and operational aspects of municipal programs and
services and support the maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of our infrastructure.

Respectfully submitted,

Concurrence,

Melissa Hilgendorff, CHRL
Human Resources Coordinator

Brian Tocheri
CAO/Clerk
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2021 COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS
MARKET SURVEY
TERMS OF REFERENCE

PROJECT PURPOSE
1. To conduct a market survey to ensure the Town is compensating non-union
employees fairly and achieving external equity in compliance with HR-018 Salary
Pay Grid Policy.
2. To conduct a market survey to determine whether the Town’s benefit program is in
line with that of comparator municipalities.

INTRODUCTION
In 2016, the Town of Hanover enlisted the services of Ward & Uptigrove (W&U) to complete a
compensation review. At that time it had been ten years since the previous review. W&U
completed the following deliverables as part of that project:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Market Check – determined medians for positions with enough comparators;
Job Evaluation – ranked and grouped all non-union positions;
Developed a pay grid; and
Made recommendations for the implementation and maintenance of the new pay
grid.

At a special meeting on January 16, 2017, council agreed to a number of recommendations
from W&U including implementation of the new pay grid, adoption of the general philosophy
of paying staff above market median, and updating the existing pay administration policies.
HR-018 Salary Pay Grid Policy was approved by council in December 2017. The policy
states that normally, every four years the entire pay band grid will be compared to “the
market” to ensure the Town is paying employees fairly and achieving external equity. 2021
marks four years from the implementation of the market survey conducted by W&U. In
recognition that benefits form an integral part of overall total compensation, the 2021 survey
will focus on both compensation and benefit coverage.

PROJECT SCOPE
The Town’s Human Resources Coordinator, in consultation with the CAO/Clerk, will perform a
market check to obtain and assess compensation and benefits data for approved comparator
municipalities.
This review will identify where the current pay grid and benefits package sits in relation to the
market. This review will also support goals of the 2019-2022 Strategic Plan through ensuring
the Town’s total compensation package is conducive to attracting and retaining skilled staff.

2021 Compensation and Benefits Market Check Terms of Reference
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METHODOLOGY
The market check process will consist of the following steps:
1. Selection and approval of comparator municipalities.
Comparators will be selected according to the following criteria:
• Lower tier municipalities in counties surrounding Grey County
• Proximity to Hanover
• Population and household range
• Similar urban/rural mix (mostly urban)
• Similar services
Data will be provided to council for consideration in selecting approved comparator
municipalities.
2. Survey approved comparator municipalities for compensation and benefit
information.
A survey will be developed and provided to the comparator communities. The survey
will include Information summarizing each Town of Hanover position and will ask
comparator communities to indicate the degree of match between a similar position in
their organization and the Town position profiled. This will help determine the
applicability of the data received.
The HR Coordinator will contact each approved comparator to solicit their participation
in the survey. To encourage participation and timely returns of information, participating
comparators will be offered the survey results.
3. Calculate market medians for rates of pay using survey results.
Market Job Rates (upper rates of pay) will be calculated into a median. (A median is a
mathematical measurement that removes the highest and lowest rates of pay to find the
middle of a specified range so 50% of data is below the median value and 50% is above
the median value. Calculating the median eliminates the skewing of data that can be
caused when calculating an average, especially if there are excessively high or low
values present within data).
To maintain integrity of data, a median will not be calculated where:
• Fewer than half of comparators are found to have similar positions, resulting in
insufficient data; or
• Market data is not reliable.
Where a median cannot be calculated for a position, job evaluation scores will ensure
the position is appropriately placed on the grid.
4. Determine whether positions are at, below or above market median.
Where a reliable median can be calculated, Hanover’s job rates for positions will be
compared against the 55th percentile of the market median in accordance with HR-018
Salary Pay Grid Policy. (By using the 55th percentile, the Town would aim pay more than
55% of comparator organizations, providing a competitive advantage).
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5. Determine where differences exist between the Town’s benefit plan and that of
comparators.
6. Provide results of the compensation and benefit survey and associated
recommendations to council for consideration and approval.
A report will be brought to council detailing survey findings and recommendations.
Administration will seek council’s direction regarding implementation of the
recommendations.
DELIVERABLES
1. A report to council for selection of comparators.
2. A final report of survey results to council along with recommendations for consideration.
3. All background materials, including survey responses and related documentation.

2021 Compensation and Benefits Market Check Terms of Reference
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6.3

STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

Christine Walker, Director of Corporate Services/Treasurer

DATE

April 6, 2021

REPORT

DCS-08-21

SUBJECT

Elimination of Vacant Unit Rebate Program

RECOMMENDATION
1. That Report DCS-08-21 – Elimination of Vacant Unit Rebate Program be received; and
2. That council request a by-law be presented at the next council meeting to eliminate the
vacancy unit rebate program in the Town of Hanover.
BACKGROUND
Since 2001, the provincial vacancy unit rebate (VUR) program has provided eligible commercial
and industrial properties the ability to apply for a 30% and 35% rebate of the property taxes,
respectively. This program was originally implemented as a short-term aid to property owners in
difficult economic times; however, many owners have seen this rebate used over many years.
In 2017, the province reviewed the VUR and vacant/excess land tax reduction programs. The
review was in response to municipal concerns regarding the appropriateness of the lower tax level
provided through these programs and any unintended implications this may have for local
economies. This review allowed local municipalities the flexibility to tailor the rebate and reduction
programs locally in coordination with the upper tier.
Municipalities that have pursued changes to the VUR made the decision to pursue immediate optout rather than reform the rebate program. In 2019, the province reduced the rebates and subclass discounts for education purposes to 50% of the original rebate percentages and has ceased
the rebate program as of 2020.
In the fall of 2019, Grey County and its lower tier municipal treasurers recommended that the
county coordinate the move towards the elimination of the VUR as it was the consensus that the
program no longer served the purpose for which it was created. This was to get underway in
2020, coordinated by the county, and required an on-line information campaign and survey under
the 2017 guidelines; however, the COVID-19 pandemic delayed progress.
In December 2020, changes to Section 364 of the Municipal Act (2001) provided the ability for
local municipalities to pass a by-law eliminating the rebate or changing the rules to better serve
local needs without the requirement of an on-line information campaign and survey. Under these
new rules, each local area municipality, independent of the upper tier (Grey County), may choose
to eliminate the program.
At County Treasurer’s meetings in late February and again in early March, the consensus of all
lower tier treasurers was to support the elimination of the VUR program with a local municipal bylaw.

DISCUSSION
The Town of Hanover’s Strategic Plan Direction 1 – Economic Development, Action Plan 6
indicates “continue to lobby County Council for the removal of the tax rebate for vacant
commercial and industrial properties.” The changes to the Municipal Act (2001) provide the
opportunity to eliminate the VUR program through a municipal council approved by-law.
As part of the county-wide initiative for all local municipalities to eliminate this program, staff is
recommending that a by-law be presented at the upcoming council meeting to eliminate the
VUR program effective with the 2021 taxation year. This will not affect those rebates that are to
be processed in 2021 for the 2020 taxation year.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There is no effect on the 2021 budget as the rebates for 2020 would still occur. There is an
amount of $20,000 in the 2021 budget for these rebates.
For future budget years, this will eliminate any rebates. In the past, the rebates have been as
follows:
Year
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Amount
$15,010.92
$18,043.62
$20,672.39
$18,050.90
$16,609.83

LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This report supports the Vision and Corporate Values of the Town of Hanover, as well as
the Goals and Action Plans set out in the Strategic Plan, particularly with respect to:
☒Strategic Direction #1: Economic Development
Goal: To create an environment that supports economic diversification, a broader range of
attractive employment opportunities and our role as a regional centre in order to retain
existing residents and businesses and attract investment and new families to the
community.
☐Strategic Direction #2: Community
Goal: To support initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding
lifestyles, increased cultural activity and a safer community.
☐Strategic Direction #3: Environment
Goal: To preserve or enhance our natural surroundings while implementing local initiatives
toward a more sustainable community.
☒Strategic Direction #4: Sustainable Municipal Operations
Goal: To continuously review the financial and operational aspects of municipal programs
and services and support the maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of our
infrastructure.
Concurrence,
Respectfully submitted,

Christine Walker, CMO
Director of Corporate Services/Treasurer

Brian Tocheri
CAO/Clerk
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6.4

STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

Jeff Dentinger, Fire Chief/Fire Prevention Officer/CEMC

DATE

April 6, 2021

REPORT

FI-05-21

SUBJECT

Fire Safety Grant

RECOMMENDATION
1. That Report FI-05-21 Fire Safety Grant be received;
2. That council pass a resolution approving the proposed uses for the Fire Safety Grant as
outlined; and
3. That the Mayor and Clerk be authorized to sign the attached Fire Safety Grant Transfer
Payment Agreement between the Province and the Town of Hanover.
BACKGROUND
On March 11, 2021, the Government of Ontario announced a one-time $5M grant to municipal
fire services to assist in addressing challenges associated with training and virtual inspections
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The funding is focused on enhancing fire safety training across
the province and supporting safety inspection programs to ensure compliance with the Ontario
Fire Code. Each municipality was guaranteed at least $4,500 with additional funds based on
population. The Hanover Fire Department’s allotment of the funding is $6,400.
DISCUSSION
In discussion with Rob Hagan, Fire Prevention Officer, it is felt that the Hanover Fire Department’s
inspection process is effective and efficient at this time, having completed a number of upgrades
and improvements over the last 2 to 3 years.
This grant could be best used towards 4 training items:
1. New laptop computer. With the imminent closure of the Ontario Fire College, many of
the courses that are now offered at the Grey County Regional Training Centre have
switched to online or a blended format which requires the use of a computer for
assignments, reading, and studying activities. Computers are also required to complete
assignments during in-class portions of classroom-based courses. The cost of a new
laptop is $1,800, including Microsoft Office, and Virus Protection Software.
2. Joint purchase of a flow path training aid. With a partnership between Hanover FD,
Dundalk FD, and Grey Highlands FD, this training aid will be purchased and used to
demonstrate how a fire progresses and reacts to varying ventilation situations within a
structure fire while also providing a practical component to the fire behavior lesson. This
will assist in solidifying firefighter knowledge to ensure that they understand how a fire
progresses and reacts to ventilation activity, both planned and unplanned. This training
enhances firefighter safety as well as assists with constant risk vs. benefit decisions
based on fire progression. The flow path training aid can also be used to assist with
flashover identification, backdraft identification, and fire growth understanding. The cost
of this unit will be shared between the 3 departments with each one providing $3,186.66.

3. Fire command simulator (Sims-U-Share). Also shared between Hanover FD, Dundalk
FD and Grey Highlands FD, this simulator will allow departments to improve the fire
officer training by importing pictures of actual structures in the response area and adding
many different fire conditions. Fire command simulations can then be operated based
on the visuals provided. This tool will also assist with firefighter training activities,
including; preplanning, mutual aid use, fire behavior, building construction and
hazardous material response. The program allows firefighters to log in remotely to
complete training during times where COVID or other restrictions limit in-person training.
The cost of this unit will be shared between the 3 departments with each one providing
$998.94.
4. The balance of $414.40 will be utilized to offset annual training priorities that have
escalated in cost as a result of COVID regulations.
As the attached letter from the Office of the Fire Marshall (OFM) indicates, the application for this
grant had to be submitted to the OFM by March 19. As such, staff proceeded with submitting the
application based on the uses outlined. As the memo also indicates, council support for the use
of the grant is required. Further conditions of the grant are that funds be spent by August 1 and a
report submitted to the OFM by September 1, 2021.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
With a partnership between Hanover FD, Dundalk FD and Grey Highlands FD, we are able to
leverage $14,771.20 in training aid with our allotted grant of $6,400. There will be no impacts to
the 2021 budget as result of the proposed uses of this grant.
LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This report supports the following Strategic Directions and Goals of the Town of Hanover.

☒Strategic Direction #1: Regional Centre
Goal: To enhance and strengthen Hanover’s position as a regional centre while creating
stronger working relationships with neighbouring municipalities and service providers for our
mutual benefit.
☐Strategic Direction #2: Economic Development
Goal: To create an environment that supports economic diversification and a broader range
of attractive employment opportunities to retain existing residents and businesses and
attract investment and new families to the community.
☒Strategic Direction #3: Community
Goal: To support initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding
lifestyles and a safer community.
☒Strategic Direction #4: Sustainable Municipal Operations
Goal: To improve financial and operational aspects of the Town for the continued
maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of its infrastructure and to sustain and enhance
current municipal programs and services.
Respectfully submitted,

Concurrence,

Jeff Dentinger
Fire Chief/Fire Prevention Officer/CEMC

Brian Tocheri
CAO/Clerk
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6.5

STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

April Marshall, Economic Development Manager

DATE

April 6, 2021

REPORT

ED-03-21

SUBJECT

Community Improvement Program (CIP) Application and Approval Authority
Recommendation

RECOMMENDATION
1. THAT Report ED-03-21 Community Improvement Program (CIP) Application and
Approval Authority Recommendation be received;
2. THAT Administration be directed to enter into a Community Improvement Program
Funding Agreement with the owners of 453 9th Street; and
3. THAT Administration be directed to bring forward an amending by-law designating
approval authority for applications as outlined.
BACKGROUND
On November 16, 2020, council adopted By-law No. 3133-20 to designate certain lands as a
Community Improvement Project Area and By-law No. 3134-20 to adopt a Community
Improvement Plan (CIP) for the Community Improvement Project Area. The Economic
Development Manager was designated to act as the CIP Administrator.
As per report ED-01-21, on March 1, 2021, the first intake of the CIP was launched and we are
now accepting applications for the identified funding streams outlined in the CIP.
DISCUSSION
An application to the CIP for 453 9th Street has been received that will see conversion of this
vacant building to accommodate two new businesses. Improvements include; completion of
exterior brick work, door and window expansion and replacement, exterior signage and lighting,
as well as refurbishing existing office, lobby and warehouse walls with new energy efficient
lighting, insulation and dry wall. This work is eligible for funding under the Façade, Building and
Signage Grant and the Vacant Building Conversion/Expansion Grant.
The Plan Administrator, in consultation with the Director of Development/CBO and the CAO/Clerk,
carefully reviewed the application to ensure it meets the criteria for eligible projects. The review
concluded that the project is in direct alignment with the goals of the CIP. The building has been
vacant for some time and it will be nice to see it restored, while confirming the addition of two new
businesses to Hanover which will add new life and visual appeal to this property.
In an effort to process applications more efficiently in the future, staff are recommending that
authority for approving these applications be delegated to the Plan Administrator, Director of
Development/CBO and the CAO/Clerk with support from selected members of the Planning
Advisory Committee and Economic Development Committee as needed. We will utilize the
budget process to establish and manage the annual CIP budget and will provide an annual report
to council on the CIP.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The project cost proposed for 453 9th Street is $77,191.14 of which a grant of $20,161.73 would
be eligible under the CIP. The breakdown is as follows:
Façade Building & Signage Improvement Grant
Total project cost: $33,764.61
Total grant request: $12,661.73
Vacant Building Conversion/Expansion Grant
Total project cost: $42,426.53
Total grant request: $7,500 (max)
Funds to support this project are available within the approved CIP budget for 2021. Designation
of Approval Authority shall remain with council for all Tax Increment Financing and Municipal
Property Acquisition, Investment and Partnership Program financial incentive programs as
outlined in the CIP.
As noted in previous reports, Grey County has contributed funding to support CIP applications
that align with their identified priorities. These funds are included in the budget.
LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This report supports the indicated Strategic Directions and Goals of the Town of Hanover.
☒Strategic Direction #1: Economic Development
Goal: To create an environment that supports economic diversification, a broader range of
attractive employment opportunities and our role as a regional centre in order to retain existing
residents and businesses and attract investment and new families to the community.
☒Strategic Direction #2: Community
Goal: To support initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding
lifestyles, increased cultural activity and a safer community.
☒Strategic Direction #3: Environment
Goal: To preserve or enhance our natural surroundings while implementing local initiatives
toward a more sustainable community.
☒Strategic Direction #4: Sustainable Municipal Operations
Goal: To continuously review the financial and operational aspects of municipal programs and
services and support the maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of our infrastructure.

Respectfully submitted,

Concurrence,

April Marshall
Economic Development Manager

Brian Tocheri
CAO/Clerk
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6.6

STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

Ron Cooper, Director of Public Works

DATE

April 6, 2021

REPORT

PW-05-21

SUBJECT

21st Avenue ‘A’ Storm Sewer Rehabilitation Tender

RECOMMENDATION
1. THAT Report PW-05-21 21st Avenue ‘A’ Storm Sewer Rehabilitation Tender be received;
2. THAT the project be awarded to Infrastructure Coatings Corporation for a total cost of
$220,000 plus HST; and
3. FURTHER THAT the mayor and clerk be authorized to enter into a contract with
Infrastructure Coatings Corporation for the completion of this work.
BACKGROUND
In 2018, rehabilitation work was completed on the storm sewer from 14th Street to 16th Street
Crescent. Work included replacement of the outfall section, slope stabilization and grouting of
areas of infiltration. In 2020, the system was re-videoed which confirmed that previous work has
stabilized the storm sewer, but to eliminate further deterioration, the storm sewer should be
relined. At that time, the condition of twin 2200 mm culverts under the walking trail north of 16th
Street Crescent was also reviewed.
In consideration of the scope of the entire rehabilitation project, it is recommended that it be
completed in three stages:
Stage 1 – walking trail twin culverts and storm outlet north of 16th Street Crescent
Stage 2 – 21st Avenue ‘A’ from 16th Street Crescent to 16th Street
Stage 3 – 21st Avenue ‘A’ from 16th Street to 14th Street
Stage 1 rehabilitation has been included in the 2021 capital budget. It is anticipated that Stage 2
& 3 will follow in subsequent years.
DISCUSSION
The tender was advertised on Biddingo. Three tenders were received by the closing time of
2:00pm on Monday, March 8, 2021 as follows:

Item
1. Relining of 2 - 2200 mm dia
culverts
2. Relining from MH 21-G to
outlet
3. Relining from MH 21-F to
21-G
Total (excl. HST)

Pipe Flo
Infrastructure Capital
Budget
Contracting
Coating
Sewer
Corp.
Corporation
Services
$193,125.00
$395,000.00
$479,148.00
$94,000.00
$80,150.00

$76,000.00

$125,550.00

$73,000.00

$101,650.00

$78,500.00

$133,650.00

$74,500.00

$374,925.00

$549,500.00

$738,348.00 $241,500.00

Based on the tender results, a further review was completed on the options for the 2 - 2200 mm
diameter culverts beneath the walking trail. The original tender was for a relined structural
replacement based upon traffic load requirements. A further addendum was issued prior to
releasing the tender results requesting the contractors provide pricing based upon invert repair
and provide lining coating to 450 mm above the invert to seal the bottom of the culverts to protect
against corrosion and abrasion.
We received pricing from both Pipe Flo Contracting Corp. and Infrastructural Coatings Corporation
for the revised scope of work for invert rehabilitation of the 2 – 2200 mm diameter culverts. Our
tender analysis based upon the revised scope of work is as follows:

Item
1. Invert Rehabilitation of 2 – 2200 mm dia.
Culverts
2. Relining from MH 21-G to outlet
3. Relining from MH 21-F to 21-G
Total (excl. HST)

Pipe Flo
Contracting
Corp.

Infrastructure
Coating
Corporation

Budget

$106,500.00

$65,500.00

$94,000.00

$80,150.00
$101,650.00
$288,300.00

$76,000.00
$78,500.00
$220,000.00

$73,000.00
$74,500.00
$241,500.00

The recommendation is to proceed with the work being proposed by Infrastructure Coatings
Corporation from Vaughan which have previously completed similar projects for the City of
Toronto and York Region. References indicate that the coating system is quite durable with the
quality of work being good.
The completion of the work will take an estimated 12-15 working days. The work will be
performed robotically on the 21st Avenue ‘A’ storm sewer and hand spraying of the larger walking
trail culverts. For the 21st Avenue ‘A’ portion, a bypass would be setup with ramped access to the
affected driveways. The time frame for completion of the work is late April/May based on weather
conditions.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The budget to complete the work is $241,500 excluding HST. The tender by Infrastructure
Coatings Corporation, based on relining of the two sections of storm sewer on 21st Avenue ‘A’ and
invert rehabilitation of 2 – 2200 mm diameter culverts on the walking trail is $220,000, which is
$21,500.00 or 8.9% under budget.
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LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This report supports the indicated Strategic Directions and Goals of the Town of Hanover.
☐Strategic Direction #1: Regional Centre
Goal: To enhance and strengthen Hanover’s position as a regional centre while creating
stronger working relationships with neighbouring municipalities and service providers for our
mutual benefit.
☐Strategic Direction #2: Economic Development
Goal: To create an environment that supports economic diversification and a broader range
of attractive employment opportunities to retain existing residents and businesses and
attract investment and new families to the community.
☐Strategic Direction #3: Community
Goal: To support initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding
lifestyles and a safer community.
☒Strategic Direction #4: Sustainable Municipal Operations
Goal: To improve financial and operational aspects of the Town for the continued
maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of its infrastructure and to sustain and
enhance current municipal programs and services.
Respectfully submitted,

Concurrence,

Ronald Cooper
Director of Public Works

Brian Tocheri
CAO/Clerk
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6.7

STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

Sherri Walden, Director of Parks, Recreation & Culture

DATE

April 6, 2021

REPORT

PRC-03-21

SUBJECT

Parks Assessment Recommendation

RECOMMENDATION
1. THAT Report PRC-03-21 Parks Assessment Recommendation be received; and
2. THAT Hanover Council support the Parks, Recreation and Culture Advisory Committee’s
recommendations with respect to park assessments as outlined.
BACKGROUND
In 2018, the Town of Hanover completed a Parks, Recreation and Culture Master Plan. The plan
identified the following objectives associated with outdoor parks and playgrounds:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a comprehensive inventory and database of facilities (objective 1.1);
Assess outdoor facilities for their ability to deliver multi-generational spaces (objective
2.3);
Develop ‘placemaking opportunities’ (objective 7.5);
Develop initiatives in conjunction with stakeholders to use parks, trails and recreation
experiences in helping children and youth connect with nature (objective 8.2);
Repurposing of existing parkland (objective 15.6);
Increase play value of new playgrounds on Asset Management Plan (AMP)
replacement schedules (objective 16.8); and
Establish a long-term strategy for renovating aging facilities, tied to the Town’s AMP
(objective 16).

The Parks, Recreation and Culture Advisory Committee (the Committee) developed a parks
assessment tool for parks with playground equipment with a focus on the play structure, park
(site) and experience. Committee members completed the assessment with further input
provided at meetings from July 2019 to February 2021. Assessments were based on the
following considerations:
Play Structure Assessment: audience appeal, equipment age and condition, accessibility, etc.
Park Area: access/location/visibility, attractiveness of grounds, shade, etc.
Experiential Assessment: What activities happen here? What are the unique attributes to promote
here? Are there any barriers to use? How does the park complement (or not) the overall park
system? Is this park or space better suited for another use? Etc.
The results of the assessment are summarized in Appendix A to this report.

DISCUSSION
At the March 24 meeting, the Committee recommended that council approve the following parks
assessment objectives:
a) To conduct a third-party inspection of our parks with playground equipment to assist with
determining current playground equipment condition and establishing priorities for
replacement and/or enhancement.
b) To plan for a centre of excellence (destination) park at the Hanover Park location in
partnership with a community organization(s), i.e., service club. To facilitate and
establish a memorandum of understanding with a community organization(s) and then
implement the plan.
c) To reduce to 1 neighbourhood park with playground equipment in the northeast quadrant
of the Town given the close proximity of the existing parks, Robert F. Steers Memorial
Park and Kinette Park. To consider the third party parks inspection findings to determine
the timing and specific neighbourhood park.
d) To consider and plan for the alternate use for the park in the northeast quadrant of the
Town from which the playground equipment is removed.
e) To relocate playground equipment from Kinette Totland Park (5th Street), if deemed
possible, to the most suitable park with playground equipment. To consider and plan for
alternate use of this space.
f)

To maintain playground equipment and prepare a replacement and enhancement plan
with estimated costs based on the third-party assessment for Kinsmen Ball Park,
Optimist Park and the park in the northeast quadrant confirmed to include playground
equipment.

g) To consider a process for community input on aspects of the proposed replacement and
enhancement plan.
The resolution passed by the Committee is attached as Appendix B.
The third-party inspection would be completed in the spring of 2021. The subsequent report
would allow the Committee to consider and determine the northeast quadrant park with
playground equipment direction and prepare a replacement and enhancement plan as noted in e)
above.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
At this time, the only financial implication is for the completion of the third-party assessment
estimated at $4,000 plus HST. This cost can be covered from parks reserves as it was not
included in the 2021 budget.
As the implementation of the objectives evolve, further reports including cost implications will be
provided for council’s consideration.
LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This report supports the indicated Strategic Directions and Goals of the Town of Hanover.
☐Strategic Direction #1: Economic Development
Goal: To create an environment that supports economic diversification, a broader range of
Report PRC-03-21 | PAGE 2

attractive employment opportunities and our role as a regional centre in order to retain existing
residents and businesses and attract investment and new families to the community.
☒Strategic Direction #2: Community
Goal: To support initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding
lifestyles, increased cultural activity and a safer community.
☐Strategic Direction #3: Environment
Goal: To preserve or enhance our natural surroundings while implementing local initiatives
toward a more sustainable community.
☒Strategic Direction #4: Sustainable Municipal Operations
Goal: To continuously review the financial and operational aspects of municipal programs and
services and support the maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of our infrastructure.

Respectfully submitted,

Concurrence,

Sherri Walden
Director of Parks, Recreation & Culture

Brian Tocheri
CAO/Clerk
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APPENDIX A
PARK ASSESSMENT | SUMMARY DOCUMENT | PART 1
HANOVER PARK
Part A | Play Structure Assessment
Committee consensus that the play structures are fair to good in the following areas:
• Audience appeal
• Equipment age, condition & variety of features
• Play surface
Possible area of improvement
• Accessibility
Part B | Park Area
Committee consensus that park area is fair to good in all areas:
• Support amenities
• Access | location | visibility
• Accessibility
• Attractiveness of grounds
• Shade
• Services needs of the neighbourhood
Consistent comments
• Variety of equipment for multiple ages & audiences consistently noted.
• Large and open, green space area.
• Identified as park space with potential ‘to be more’ in our outdoor facility compliment.
• Some equipment provides accessible option, consider options to enhance.
• Natural landscape.
• Saugeen river location is an asset.
• Hanover’s main park. Central point or park for our outdoor parks.
KINETTE PARK | 21st Avenue
Part A | Play Structure Assessment
Committee consensus that the play structures are fair to good in the following areas:
• Audience appeal
• Equipment age, condition & variety of features
• Play surface
Possible area of improvement
• Accessibility
Part B | Park Area
Committee consensus that park area is fair to good in following areas:
• Access | location | visibility
• Accessibility
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•
•
•

Attractiveness of grounds
Shade
Services needs of the neighbourhood

Possible area of improvement
• Support Amenities
Consistent comments
• Good open green space.
• Park is suited to younger children and families.
• More seating – add picnic table or bench.
• Potential to be open green space or passive sitting area.
• Proximity of location to Legion Park.
LEGION ‘ROBERT STEERS’ PARK
Part A | Play Structure Assessment
Committee consensus that the play structures are fair to good in the following areas:
• Audience appeal
• Equipment age, condition & variety of features
• Play surface
Possible area of improvement
• Accessibility
Part B | Park Area
Committee consensus that park area is fair to good in all area:
• Access | location | visibility
• Accessibility
• Attractiveness of grounds
• Shade
• Services needs of the neighbourhood
Possible area of improvement
• Support Amenities
Consistent comments
• Older equipment.
• Not accessible
• Limited seating – add picnic table or bench.
• Quiet and open space.
• Proximity of location to Kinette Park (21st Avenue).
OPTIMIST PARK
Part A | Play Structure Assessment
Committee consensus that the play structures are fair to good in the following areas:
• Equipment condition & variety of features
• Play surface
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•

Accessibility

Mixed committee input in the following areas. Possible improvement in these areas.
• Audience appeal
• Equipment age
Part B | Park Area
Committee consensus that park area is fair to good in the following areas:
• Support amenities
• Access | location | visibility
• Accessibility
• Attractiveness of grounds
• Services needs of the neighbourhood
Possible area of improvement
• Shade
Consistent comments
• Younger children focus / appeal.
• Older equipment.
• Minimal accessibility.
• No shade.
• Access from subdivisions and trails. Walk or bike to this park from neighbourhoods.
KINETTE TOTLAND | 5th STREET
Part A | Play Structure Assessment
Committee consensus that the play structures are fair to good in the following areas:
• Audience appeal
• Equipment age, condition & variety of features
• Play surface
Possible area of improvement
• Accessibility
Part B | Park Area
Committee consensus that park area is fair to good in following areas:
• Access | location | visibility
• Accessibility
• Attractiveness of grounds
• Services needs of the neighbourhood
Possible area of improvement
• Support Amenities
• Shade
Consistent comments
• Variety of play included in the 1 play structure unit.
• Location and proximity to road and parking lot (amount of traffic).
• No shade.
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KINSMEN BALL PARK | PLAYGROUND AREA
Part A | Play Structure Assessment
Committee consensus that the play structures are fair to good in the following areas:
• Audience appeal
• Equipment age, condition & variety of features
• Play surface
Mixed committee input in the following areas. Possible improvement in these areas.
• Accessibility
Part B | Park Area
Committee consensus that park area is fair to good in following areas:
• Access | location | visibility
• Attractiveness of grounds
• Services needs of the neighbourhood
Mixed committee input in the following areas. Possible improvement in these areas.
• Support Amenities
• Accessibility
Possible area of improvement
• Shade
Consistent comments
• Good mix of play structures.
• Add a picnic table or bench.
• No direct access when coming to playground only. Getting to the playground or knowing
it is there
• Activity for children when siblings or parents are at ball diamonds.
• No shade.
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APPENDIX A
PARK ASSESSMENT | INPUT QUESTIONS | PART 2
•

PRC Advisory Meeting | Wed. Jan. 22, 2010 | 7 pm | Deferred to Wed. Feb. 26, 2020

•

Objectives
Committee members (prior to & during input session)
To come prepared with notes for all discussion points for each park area.
To verbally share your notes during the discussion session.
To provide input to identify common strengths and improvements for each park area.
Discussion | Input Session
To achieve committee consensus for direction for each park area.
To identify (and possibly rank) priority strengths and improvements for each park area.

Input Question
Kinette Park | 21st Avenue N
Is this park space useful or beneficial to all of our community members? Why or Why
not?
No | 6
Lack of visibility | secluded
Close to another park & green spaces (soccer fields, dog park)
Limited parking
Equipment old | minimal amount of equipment
More of a neighbourhood park | immediate neighbours with 1 to 3 blocks
Assumed minimal use (don’t know for certain)
If yes, who is it beneficial for? What are its’ strengths?

If no, what alternative use could this space be used for?
Green space
Sports field
Sale to homeowners that back on to park
Tree planting | tree garden | zen garden
Community garden
Building lot | affordable housing
Picnic area with gazebos
Adult fitness equipment
Does this space have potential to be converted to a more useful ‘for all’ space? Note
the improvements that would be required for this space to be more useful ‘for all’.
Kinette (21st Ave) or Legion – maintain 1 as playground and other as alternative

Input Question
Legion ‘Bob Steer’ Park | 610 14th Street
Is this park space useful or beneficial to all of our community members? Why or Why
not?
No | 5
Somewhat | 2
Access points – connects to 3 neighbourhoods via paths or within walking / biking distance
Land is complementary to other activities (tobogganing – small hill)
More of a neighbourhood park | immediate neighbours with 1 to 3 blocks
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If yes, who is it beneficial for? What are its’ strengths?

If no, what alternative use could this space be used for?
Green Space
Trees
Building lots for housing
Does this space have potential to be converted to a more useful ‘for all’ space? Note
the improvements that would be required for this space to be more useful ‘for all’.
Has potential for additions for a larger age range (young to tweens)
Kinette (21st Ave) or Legion – maintain 1 as playground and other as alternative

Input Question
Kinette Playland | 5th Street (behind P & H Centre)
Is this park space useful or beneficial to all of our community members? Why or Why
not?
No | 4
Yes | 1
Somewhat | 2
Location – busy area with entrance, parking, etc.
Walk to the location
Proximity to school playgrounds – Holy Family & Dawnview
If yes, who is it beneficial for? What are its’ strengths?
Visitors to P & H Centre or Raceway
People walking by
Good variety of equipment for small playground area
If no, what alternative use could this space be used for?
Parking
Rest Area with trees & shade
Does this space have potential to be converted to a more useful ‘for all’ space? Note
the improvements that would be required for this space to be more useful ‘for all’.

Input Question
Optimist Park | 4th Street Cres. W
Is this park space useful or beneficial to all of our community members? Why or Why
not?
Yes | 6
Somewhat | 1
Visible location
Use / access
Location
Trails system access
Only playground space in southwest area of Town
If yes, who is it beneficial for? What are its’ strengths?
Families
Neighbourhood
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If no, what alternative use could this space be used for?
Does this space have potential to be converted to a more useful ‘for all’ space? Note
the improvements that would be required for this space to be more useful ‘for all’.
Equipment updated, modernized to offer more age range of interest
Path to link to other development
Shade
Seating area
Lot to east of park – consider surplus or sever

Input Question
Kinsmen Ball Park Playground | 327 17th Avenue
Is this park space useful or beneficial to all of our community members? Why or Why
not?
Yes | 6
If yes, who is it beneficial for? What are its’ strengths?
Access to a number of neighbourhoods with 1 to 3 blocks
Complimentary to sports field | visitors to ball diamonds
Central location
End of street | quiet location (with minimal traffic impacts)
Parking at ball diamond
If no, what alternative use could this space be used for?
Does this space have potential to be converted to a more useful ‘for all’ space? Note
the improvements that would be required for this space to be more useful ‘for all’.
Netting for balls over fence
Shade structure
7th Street re parking
Access
Relocated between K2 & K3 in the green space
Move K3 fence to improve access

Input Question
Hanover Park | 742 7th Avenue
Is this park space useful or beneficial to all of our community members? Why or Why
not?
Yes | 6
If yes, who is it beneficial for? What are its’ strengths?
Washrooms
Access
Visibility | location
Space is large
Shade
Varied use
Trail
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River | canoe launch | fishing
Parking availability
Varied play structures
Picnic area
Skateboard park
All ages area
Potential of the space
If no, what alternative use could this space be used for?
Does this space have potential to be converted to a more useful ‘for all’ space? Note
the improvements that would be required for this space to be more useful ‘for all’.
Improve canoe launch
Accessible park | playground ‘wow’ factor | playground centre of excellence
Upper parking lot area used for playground equipment
Flood – options | alternatives to mitigate
Beach area
Potential to be destination park
Opportunity of the land
Food outlet
Restore campground
Water feature
Tree planting | replacement
Sitting areas | benches
Pavilion improvements
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APPENDIX B
PRC ADVISORY COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION RE: PARKS ASSESSMENT
Date
Moved by
Seconded by

March 24, 2021
Ryan Enright
Tony Diaco

WHEREAS the Town of Hanover completed a Parks, Recreation and Culture Master Plan in
2018; and
WHEREAS the following Master Plan objectives are associated with outdoor parks and
playgrounds:
• Develop a comprehensive inventory and database of facilities (objective 1.1)
• Assess outdoor facilities for their ability to deliver multi-generational spaces (objective
2.3)
• Develop ‘placemaking opportunities (objective 7.5)
• Develop initiatives, in conjunction with stakeholders to use parks, trails and recreation
experiences in helping children and youth connect with nature. (objective 8.2)
• Repurposing of existing parkland. (objective 15.6)
• Increase play value of new playgrounds on AMP replacement scheduled (objective
16.8)
• Establish a long-term strategy for renovating aging facilities, tied to the Town’s Asset
Management Plan. (objective 16); and
WHEREAS the Parks, Recreation and Culture Advisory Committee developed a parks
assessment tool for parks with playground equipment with focus on the play structure, park (site)
and experience; and
WHEREAS the Parks, Recreation and Culture Advisory Committee used the parks assessment
tool for their input and recommendations.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Parks, Recreation and Culture Advisory
Committee endorses the following objectives as the next steps for the park assessment process:
and
FURTHER THAT it be recommended that Hanover Council approve the objectives, as follows:
a) To conduct a third-party inspection of our parks with playground equipment to assist with
determining current playground equipment condition and establishing priorities for
replacement and / or enhancement plan.
b) To plan for a centre of excellence (destination) park at the Hanover Park location in
partnership with a community organization(s) (ie. service club). To facilitate and
establish a partnership memorandum of understanding with a community
organization(s). To implement the plan and establish a centre of excellence
(destination) park at Hanover Park in partnership with a community organization(s) as
per the memorandum of understanding.
c) To reduce to 1 neighbourhood park with playground equipment in the northeast quadrant
of the Town given the close proximity of the existing parks, Robert F. Steers Memorial
Park and Kinette Park. To consider the third party parks inspection findings to determine
the timing and specific neighbourhood park.
d) To consider and plan for the alternate use for the park in the northeast quadrant of the
Town from which the playground equipment is removed.
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e) To relocate playground equipment from Kinette Totland Park (5th Street), if deemed
possible, to the most suitable park with playground equipment. To consider and plan for
alternate use of this space.
f)

To maintain playground equipment and prepare a replacement and enhancement plan
with estimated costs based on the third-party assessment for Kinsmen Ball Park,
Optimist Park and the park in the northeast quadrant confirmed to include playground
equipment.

g) To consider a community input process to receive our residents input on aspects of our
replacement and enhancement plan.
CARRIED.
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7.1

STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

April Marshall, Economic Development Manager

DATE

April 6, 2021

REPORT

ED-04-21

SUBJECT

Hanover’s Innovative People Program (HIPP) - Attraction & Retention
Program

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Report ED-04-21 Hanover’s Innovative People Program (HIPP) - Attraction & Retention
Program be received for information.
BACKGROUND
The Hanover Attraction & Retention Program (HARP) strives to creatively engage and retain
Hanover’s youth and residents, young professionals and entrepreneurs by leveraging Launch Pad
Youth Activity & Technology Centre, local cultural organizations, events, entertainment pairings
and entrepreneurial opportunities.
HARP aims to help achieve the goals of several Hanover strategic plans, including the Economic
Development Strategic Plan which includes contributing to an environment that supports a thriving
economy, enhancement of the quality of life for residents, all while increasing community pride for
social involvement. The recently completed Cultural Plan also includes a desire to more
effectively leverage both creativity and culture as a key driver of economic growth and innovation.
With this alignment in mind, HARP works to make these connections.
DISCUSSION
Hanover’s Innovative People Program (HIPP) is an initiative of Hanover’s Economic Development
Committee and Cultural Roundtable. HIPP will drive recruitment and retention of people,
business and investment by infusing creativity, culture and business with the tools to accelerate
Hanover to the next level. It encourages people to make Hanover their own by highlighting the
cultural layers, business resources and career value. The HIPP brand will leverage Hanover’s
assets and creativity to speak directly to people who are looking for change, opportunity or
enhancement to their current lifestyle. By creating a collection of individual campaigns, we will
speak to a single person and their interests, while building additional partnerships with community
stakeholders to strengthen and amplify the program.
The Apprentice campaign will connect with youth ages 12-18 to encourage community
involvement through cultural organizations and entrepreneurship. Launch Pad will be a leading
partner to further our efforts in creating a robust, engaged youth population that is contributing to
the vibrancy of Hanover by driving awareness and making youth aware of apprenticeship
opportunities and how charting this path can lead to rewarding careers. The campaign will show a
direct correlation between enhancing their career skills at Launch Pad and landing a ‘wicked’ job
that they didn’t even know existed.
The Matchmaker campaign is designed to bring all of Hanover’s cultural communities together
under one umbrella while making residents aware of and inspired to participate in all of the

cultural assets available within the community. By creating a microsite, residents will complete a
personalized cultural profile quiz. The output of their quiz answers will provide an itinerary of
ideas based on local cultural heritage activities that align with their interests, while also promoting
volunteer opportunities.
The Vegas North campaign will assist with filling the labour gap by attracting new residents and
focusing on leveraging Hanover’s developing entertainment district to create a festival city vibe
attractive to urbanities looking for a new community to live in.
As part of Hanover’s cultural hub positioning, there’s a desire to attract entrepreneurs who can
share and add value to the community both in the start-up of new businesses and in the
succession of existing companies. The Start Up Sarah campaign will attract creative thinkers,
tinkers and toolers to the region by leveraging the newly formed Community Improvement Plan
start-up incentive and additional business supports available in the community as a way to entice
new businesses to put down roots and thrive in Hanover.
As detailed in the following Marketing & Communications Plan Campaign Overviews, 2021
promises to be an exciting year as we roll-out HIPP! With funding support from Ontario’s Rural
Economic Development (RED) Fund, Hanover is well-positioned to leverage our cultural assets to
drive innovation and growth and come out of this pandemic with positivity and strength.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
A $67,000 2-year total project budget is established in the Economic Development budget for this
campaign over 2020-2021 that includes the identified project development phase, design of the
marketing and communications plan, and implementation. 50% of the project is being funded by
RED.
LINK TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This report supports the indicated Strategic Directions and Goals of the Town of Hanover.
☒Strategic Direction #1: Economic Development
Goal: To create an environment that supports economic diversification, a broader range of attractive
employment opportunities and our role as a regional centre in order to retain existing residents and
businesses and attract investment and new families to the community.
☒Strategic Direction #2: Community
Goal: To support initiatives that contribute to healthier residents, more active and rewarding lifestyles,
increased cultural activity and a safer community.
☐Strategic Direction #3: Environment
Goal: To preserve or enhance our natural surroundings while implementing local initiatives toward a
more sustainable community.
☐Strategic Direction #4: Sustainable Municipal Operations
Goal: To continuously review the financial and operational aspects of municipal programs and services
and support the maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction of our infrastructure.

Respectfully submitted,

Concurrence,

April Marshall
Economic Development Manager

Brian Tocheri
CAO/Clerk
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Marketing & Communications Plan
Hanover Attraction and Retention Program
Campaign Summaries
March 2021

Project Background
The Hanover Attraction & Retention Program strives to creatively engage and retain youth, Hanover
residents, young professional and entrepreneurs by leveraging the Launch Pad Youth Activity & Technology
Centre, local cultural organizations, events, entertainment pairings and entrepreneurial opportunities.
The project aims to help the town reach the goals of several Hanover strategic plans, including the Economic
Development Strategic Plan goals which include contributing to an environment that supports a thriving
economy, enhancement of the quality of life for residents, all while increasing community pride or social
involvement. The recently completed Cultural Plan also included a desire to more effectively leverage both
creativity and culture as a key driver of economic growth and innovation. Understanding this alignment,
this project works to make these connections.

Project Goals

This project sets to continue leveraging cultural assets and programming resources in the Town of Hanover
to support the following strategic and project goals:
• Increase the cultural capacity of assets and organizations within the region,
• Increase youth engagement and alignment with local business needs in relation to workforce
development, and
Create and strengthen a retention and attraction program to increase the quantity of local businesses and
workforce.

Overarching Program Framework

An overall program will house the attraction and retention campaigns. This is done in an effort to
centralized resources, provide a single location for recruitment and investment information and create
continuity for future campaign efforts. Additionally, creating an overarching program allows alignment and
integration with the “People” and “Business” streams of Grey County Economic Development, Tourism &
Culture’s planning and strategy efforts to occur. Leveraging resources collectively ensures campaign
investments are used more effectively and increases reach and depth of impact.
The overarching program framework for this Hanover Economic Development initiative is:

HIPP - Hanover’s Innovative People Program
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Targeted Marketing Campaigns
How this marketing plan works
This marketing plan takes a holistic approach that is significantly deeper than simply prescribing ad buys
and creative messaging. This plan creates a strong foundation for the Town of Hanover Economic
Development Department to narrow the funnel of its marketing channels and become more efficient and
effective in their attraction and retention efforts.
Creating a collection of individual campaigns creates a layered approach for community attraction and
retention. Individual campaigns are strengthened and amplified when program partnerships are leveraged.
Marketing messages become stronger when additional partners (and their channels) are utilized, especially
when many rural communities are competing to attract people to support labour gaps in their towns or
regions.

Approach: Instead of broadcasting a generic message to all, we will use a campaign that will speak to a
single person, to form an authentic conversation leading to human connection, trust and ultimately action.
Rational: A campaign’s purpose is to influence a person to take a specific and beneficial action.
The following four targeted campaigns focus on four separate audiences that Hanover wants to have
conservations with. The person(s) outlined below complement the program goals by:
1. Connecting, engaging and retaining youth through culture, innovation and entrepreneurship.
2. Bringing all cultural communities together under one umbrella to inspire Hanover residents to
participate and become aware of all cultural assets available within the community.
3. Leveraging new resident recruitment opportunities to fill existing labour gaps.
4. Attracting new entrepreneurs to the community, leveraging Hanover’s cultural hub positioning
coupled with attractive business resources.
These campaigns each include short-term marketing actions and longer-term product development
opportunities. This will create the basis for conversations with people about their potential new and
enhanced life in Hanover.
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Campaign Name: The Apprentice
Campaign Goal: Engage and Retain Local Youth.
The goal is to connect with youth (12-18) to encourage community involvement through cultural
organizations, an innovation hub (Launch Pad), and entrepreneurship. The end goal is to create a robust,
engaged youth population that is contributing to the vibrancy of Hanover.
Campaign Approach: Drive awareness, by targeting 13-16-year olds to make them aware of
apprenticeship opportunities and how charting this path can lead to some pretty awesome careers. The
Apprentice campaign focuses directly on speaking to youth currently located in Hanover and the
surrounding region.

Campaign Partners: Launch Pad as the lead, local youth groups (for communication
deployment), Four County Labour Market Planning Board, YMCA, Bruce Power, Georgian College and
others as identified.

Campaign Components
1.
Create a local apprentice partnership program
2.
Re-invigorate the Launch Pad Youth Activity &
Technology Centre Brand
3.
Level up local student awareness of Launch Pad.
4.
The Trades are Cool – Video.
5.
Social media targeted video ads.

4

Campaign Name: Matchmaker
Campaign Goal: Develop a Cultural Hub
The goal is to bring all of the cultural communities together under one umbrella, to leverage the critical
mass thus increasing Hanover’s positioning as a vibrant cultural community.
Sub goal: Inspire Hanover residents to participate in and become aware of all the cultural assets available
within the community.
Campaign Approach: Match a local resident with a custom cultural itinerary based on their individual
profile. Leverage the depth of cultural mapping assets already collected in addition to new resources
identified.
Campaign Partners: The Cultural Roundtable, individual non-profits, membership listings at local service
clubs and Town of Hanover staff.
Campaign Components:
1.
Volunteer Identification
2.
Create microsite with quiz functionality
3.
Create a branded sign/ stamp/ sticker & digital graphic
4.
Press Release & Other Communication
5.
Digital Ads
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Campaign Name: Vegas North
Campaign Goal: New Resident Recruitment.
Campaign Approach: Don’t fight what’s already brewing…literally. Focus on leveraging Hanover’s
developing entertainment district to create a festival city vibe that will be attractive to urbanities looking
for a new community to live in. This digital campaign will leverage cultural assets (music, racetrack,
casino) coupled with microbrewers to appeal to the under 30 demographics through video content.
Campaign Partners: Local real estate agents, P&H Centre, Grey Bruce Real Estate Association, Playtime
Casino, Hanover Raceway, Hanover Agricultural Society, Back Porch Events and/or others as applicable.
Campaign Components:
1.
Gather background stats/ information
2.
Video
3.
Microsite
4.
Targeted video ads
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Campaign Name: Start Up Sarah
Campaign Goal: Recruit Entrepreneurs
The campaign will be a highly targeted digital ad campaign (deployed on Instagram and Facebook) which
will encourage young entrepreneurs to customize their dream business in Hanover.
Campaign Approach: Attract creative thinkers, tinkers and toolers to the region by leveraging the CIP start
up incentive and additional business supports (such as business success matching coupon codes etc.)
available in the community as a way to entice new businesses to put down roots and thrive in Hanover.

Campaign Partners: Town of Hanover, Grey County Economic Development, Saugeen Economic
Development Corporation, Launch Pad, WOWSA (Women of Wellington Saugeen Area), Saugeen Connects,
and Grey County Business Enterprise Centre.

Campaign components:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify Local Business Gaps & Partnership Opportunities
Gather Testimonials & Imagery
Microsite
Digital Ads
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7.2

STAFF REPORT TO COUNCIL
FROM

Jeff Dentinger, Fire Chief / Fire Prevention Officer / CEMC

DATE

April 6, 2021

REPORT

FI-06-21

SUBJECT

Monthly Activity Report – March 2021

1. March Fire Calls
Year

2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

CO
False
Alarms
1
1
1
1
0

False
Fire
Calls
1
2
4
3
3

Medical

Pre Fire
Conditions

Fires

Burning
Controlled

Public
Hazard

Rescue

Other

Total

2
0
0
0
0

0
2
1
1
0

0
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
3
2

1
1
3
2
4

2
4
2
2
1

9
15
17
18
16

Pre Fire
Conditions

Fires

Burning
Controlled

Public
Hazard

Rescue

Other

Total

2
0
2
1
1

1
3
3
2
2

0
1
0
0
0

6
1
6
5
3

1
3
4
3
8

5
7
10
7
3

27
37
52
40
35

0
5
6
6
6

2. Annual Fire Calls to March
Year

2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

CO
False
Alarms
4
3
2
2
1

False
Fire
Calls
8
6
8
7
7

Medical

0
13
17
13
10

3. Fire Inspections
Inspections
Total Inspections
Reports Issued
Inspections in progress

16
16
10

Alarmed for Life
Total homes visited
Total homes entered
Total homes compliant

4. Public Education
Activities: 1

Number of residents: 20

This report is provided to Hanover Council for information only.
Respectfully submitted,

Jeff Dentinger
Fire Chief / Fire Prevention Officer / CEMC

2
2
0 (0%)

7.3
HANOVER POLICE SERVICES BOARD
MINUTES OF MEETING
Monday, March 15, 2021
By Videoconference
Present: Chair Don Smith
Vice-Chair Rick Hopkins
Police Services Board Member Mike Dunlop
Police Services Board Member Selwyn Hicks
Police Services Board Member Sue Paterson

Chief Chris Knoll
Secretary Catherine McKay

Absent:

None

Guest:

Duane Sprague, Police Services Advisor, Ministry of the Solicitor General

No conflict or pecuniary interest declared
OPENING OF MEETING
The Chair declared the meeting open at 10.00 a.m..
AGENDA
Motion # 2021-01-018
Moved by: M. Dunlop
That the agenda for March 15, 2021 be accepted as circulated.
Carried
Motion # 2021-01-019
Moved by: R. Hopkins
That the Board deviate from the agenda for March 15, 2021 if required.
Carried
MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
Motion # 2021-01-020
Moved by: S. Paterson
That the Minutes of the February 22, 2020 meeting be adopted as circulated.
Carried

Seconded by: S. Paterson

Seconded by: S. Paterson

Seconded by: R. Hopkins

BUSINESS FROM MINUTES
A. Emergency Services Facilities Options Committee
The Chair informed the Board that the Committee will be meeting on March 25, 2021 and is close to
completing its work.
B.

Report on OAPSB Zone 5 Meeting, March 9, 2021
The Chair advised that he and Board Member S. Paterson attended but their access was delayed due to the
meeting information not having been provided in a timely way. The newly appointed Inspector General of
Policing was the guest speaker.

C. OAPSB Spring Conference, May 26 – 28, 2021
The Board will consider who should attend once a more detailed agenda becomes available.
D. OAPSB Member Sponsorship
The Board received this item for information.
E. Call for Resolutions - OAPSB Notice of the 2021 Annual General Meeting
The Board received this item for information.
These minutes are considered to be in draft form until signed by the Chair and the Secretary.
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F. Retention Schedule
The Chief advised the Board that the schedule, which he had previously circulated to Board members,
addresses non-operational retention issues and will be considered at the next Board meeting.
ACCOUNTS
A. February 2021 Cheque Register
Motion # 2021-01-021
Moved by: M. Dunlop
Seconded by: S. Hicks
That the Board approve payment of accounts dated February 2021 in the amount of $ 74,867.43.
Carried
CORRESPONDENCE
A. Amendments to Orders under the EMCPA and ROA
B. Changes to Custody and Access Terminology
C. Amendments to Orders under ROA and Extension of Orders under EMCPA
D. Phase 1 COVID-19 Vaccinations for Frontline Police Officers
E. Amendments to Orders under the ROA
F. Phase 1 COVID-19 Vaccinations for Special Constables
G. Updated Police Training Material on Police Powers and Judicial Interim Release
H. Cargo Power-Assisted Bicycles (Cargo E-Bikes) Pilot Project
I. Hydro One Confidential Contact Number for Emergency Service Providers
J. Storage of Used PPE
K. New COVID Border Testing Orders under the Quarantine Act
L. Voluntary Early Release Programs for Rental Car Companies
M. Status of Onsite Training at the Ontario Police College
N. 2021 COVID-19 Relief Funding for Municipalities
Motion # 2021-01-008
Moved by: S. Paterson
That the Board accept the correspondence and actions required.
Carried

Seconded by: R. Hopkins

NEW BUSINESS
A. OAPSB Zone 5 Membership Fee
That the Board approve payment of OAPSB Zone 5 2021 Membership Fees in the amount of $250.00.
The Board deviated from the agenda to discuss a question raised by Board Member Hicks about any delays at the
Ontario Police College. The Chief advised that recruits are in isolation which has not been lifted yet and the class
scheduled for May may be delayed. It is expected that the September class will go ahead, and the Service hopes
to send a candidate at that time.
CHIEF’S REPORT
Motion # 2021-01-022
Moved by: S. Paterson
Seconded by: S. Hicks
That the Board accept the Chief’s Report for the period February 22 to March 11, 2021 as presented.
Carried
The Chief advised the Board that the Service’s new web site at hanoverpolice.ca is operational and any comments
on it are welcome.
The Chief responded to a question as to whether he and the Deputy Chief could receive their COVID-19
vaccinations quickly in case they are required to cover shifts. The Chief responded that he believes it is better to
follow the protocol which has them vaccinated in phase 2. He further added that all qualified staff have taken the
vaccine, including the two Special Constables and all front line staff.
These minutes are considered to be in draft form until signed by the Chair and the Secretary.
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With respect to the item in the Chief’s report about two people who were given naloxone by HPS officers, Board
Member S. Hicks noted that there was a recent opioid death elsewhere in Grey County and that opioids continue
to be a problem. He noted that the Medical Officer of Health is monitoring the issue.
The Chief advised the Board that he recently called a meeting with about 25 residents at their downtown Hanover
rooming house to warn them of the risks of drug use given that there is fentanyl in the area. The residents told the
Chief that there is not enough local treatment for drug addiction. He added that the Ontario Association of Chiefs
of Police is promoting reforms to combat this issue but noted that while addiction is a medical issue, it leads to
crime and it is difficult to get users to report the source of their fentanyl.
The Board commended the Chief for his proactive approach and for developing a relationship with the residents
which could have a positive impact. It was noted that County Social Services staff in Hanover know the residents
and joint efforts with HPS could lead to changes.
With respect to the 2020 budget, the Chair asked when the financial statements would be available so as to
determine the amount of the 2020 surplus. The Chief advised that all 2020 expenses have now been submitted
and so the next set of financial statements will show the amount of the surplus.
The Board also inquired about the cannabis retailers that are open in Hanover. The Chief explained that one is
open now and the AGCO is actively monitoring it. Another retailer is expected to open soon.
Duane Sprague informed the Board that Devon Clunis has been appointed as the province’s first Inspector
General of Policing. The Operations Unit of the Ministry of the Solicitor General will report to the Inspectorate
of Policing once the new Community Safety and Policing Act comes into force, which is expected to be in early
2022. Information has been sent to the Secretary of Zone 5 of the OAPSB to be circulated to members.
ADJOURNMENT & NEXT MEETING
Motion # 2021-01-023
Moved by: R. Hopkins
Seconded by: M. Dunlop
That the Board adjourn at 10:46 a.m. to meet again on Monday, April 19, 2021 at 10:00 a.m. at a location to be
determined, or at the call of the Chair.
Carried

____________________________________
Chair

_____________________________________
Secretary

These minutes are considered to be in draft form until signed by the Chair and the Secretary.
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DRAFT

Hanover Public Library Board Meeting Minutes
Thursday, March 25th 2021, at 6 p.m.
By ZOOM

Members:
(X = present, A = absent, R = regrets, L = Expected late)
X Brenda Booth
X Francis-Joseph Gross
X Susan Sakal
X Andrew Edgcumbe
X Edwin Haas
X Agnes Rivers-Moore (CEO)
X Steve Fitzsimmons
X Kathi Maskell
X Emma Shaw (staff)

1.

Susan Sakal called the meeting to order at 6:16 p.m. Kathi Maskell asked Susan Sakal to
chair the meeting as she was having technical issues connecting to the meeting.

2.

Agenda:
The agenda was amended. There is no report from the Fundraising Committee.
Moved by Edwin Haas and seconded by Francis-Joseph Gross THAT the agenda be
accepted with amendments.
CARRIED

3.

Declaration of conflict of interest: None.

4.

Board Education:
Brenda Booth, having attended the virtual OLA Super Conference, presented her report
on the session titled “Leaving no one behind.”
Susan Sakal attended a SOLS seminar this month and presented her report on “Library
Budgets and Municipal Relations.”

5.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Consent Agenda:
Minutes of February 25th board meeting
Librarian’s Report - February-March 2021
Statistical Report - February 2021
Accounts Payable - February 2021

For Approval
Receive and File
Receive and File
For Approval

Moved by Francis-Joseph Gross and seconded by Steve Fitzsimmons THAT Items A to D
on the consent agenda be adopted.
CARRIED
6.

Matters arising from the Minutes:
Annual Report message from the Board - Thanks were expressed to Brenda Booth for
drafting the message.
Annual Report first draft content - Agnes Rivers-Moore explained that the draft report
shows typical content, and requested suggestions for new topics. Edwin Haas suggested
posting a video of the board’s message on the website, along with the report.
Kathi Maskell joined the meeting at 6:35 p.m. and took over as Chair for the meeting.
Kathi Maskell agreed to record the Message from the Board for the library website.

Board Education (cont.)- Kathi Maskell reported on the virtual OLA Super Conference
session titled “Behind the Smile: The Emotional Labour of Public Library Work.”
7.

Report from the Chair (verbal)
Kathi Maskell attended the Policy Committee meeting on March 1st, communicated with
Agnes Rivers-Moore and other trustees during the month and attended two more OLA
Super Conference sessions. She and Agnes created a library thank-you card to send to
individuals who donate over $500, with space for a personal message from the Chair.

8.

Council Feedback:
Steve Fitzsimmons passed on appreciation from a community member to the library for
the time and effort that library staff invested in reaching out, by phone, to their mother
during the COVID pandemic.

9.

Committee Reports:
Personnel Committee
Susan Sakal presented the Personnel Committee Terms of Reference. The phrase
“Personnel Team” was changed to “Personnel Committee” throughout the document and
the word “the” added before “CEO” in the Purpose and the Objectives.
Moved by Francis-Joseph Gross and seconded by Susan Sakal THAT the Personnel
Committee Terms of Reference be accepted with amendments.
CARRIED
Policy Committee
Francis-Joseph Gross reported that the committee met this month to work on the Social
Media Policy. He acknowledged work done on this policy by Agnes Rivers-Moore and
Lauren Butchart (staff member).
Moved by Francis-Joseph Gross and seconded by Brenda Booth THAT OP-03 Social
Media Policy be adopted.
CARRIED
The committee will discuss how to be more effective, ways each member can assist, and
distributing work more fairly to members at the next meeting on Tuesday, April 6th.
Finance Committee
Brenda Booth addressed the committee self-assessment review. The committee will
meet in person or Zoom once or twice during the year; mid-year and end of year review as
well as the regular meetings by correspondence. Training for interested Finance
Committee members is available through Learn HQ.
Over $24,000.00, being the 2020 library surplus, has been transferred back to the Town
to help with the pandemic pressure on the Town and the taxpayers.
The Finance reports for February 2021 were reviewed. The library is operating well within
budget.
Moved by Brenda Booth and seconded by Andrew Edgcumbe THAT the Financial Report
for the month of February 2021 be received for information.
CARRIED

10.

Other / New Business
Strategic Plan - review, first steps - Kathi Maskell and Agnes Rivers-Moore will arrange to
meet to work on the Increase Library Usage action plan document.
Kathi Maskell proposed that the trustees should approach Mayor Susan Paterson and the
Town Council to advocate for libraries at the AMO 2021 Conference.
Francis-Joseph Gross left the meeting at 7:59 p.m.
Cultural Roundtable - Susan Sakal reported that the Cultural Roundtable and Economic
Development committees met with BC Hughes - Tourism Development, Management
and Marketing on March 17th.

11.

Review of Board Work Plan
Annual Report flyer (draft) to be continued in April. Consider summer meeting dates.

12.

Informal Round Table: None

13.

Adjournment
Next scheduled meeting is: Thursday, April 22nd 2021 at 6:00 p.m. by ZOOM.
Moved by Susan Sakal THAT this meeting be adjourned at 8:10 p.m.

Signed:
Secretary ________________________

Chair ___________________________

CARRIED

7.5

COMMITTEE OF ADJUSTMENT MEETING MINUTES
Tuesday, March 30, 2021 | 5:00 pm
Virtual Meeting via Zoom

MEMBERS PRESENT

Chair Pat Murphy | Mark Ebert | Larry Lantz | Brandon Koebel | Barbara
Hicks

MEMBERS ABSENT

Nil

OTHERS PRESENT

Ian Mills | Don Tedford, Secretary-Treasurer | Brenda Goetz, Deputy
Secretary-Treasurer

DISCLOSURE OF
PECUNIARY INTEREST

Nil

DELEGATIONS

Ian Mills

DISCUSSIONS & DECISIONS
1.

Adoption of December 15th, 2021 Regular Meeting Minutes
MOVED BY BARBARA HICKS / SECONDED BY LARRY LANTZ
THAT the minutes of the December 15th, 2020 Regular Meeting are hereby adopted as
circulated and printed.
CARRIED

2.

Business arising from Minutes
Nil

3.

Minor Variance Application No. A1-21 -----------Mills, Ian & Theresa
Chair Pat Murphy welcomed Ian Mills to the meeting.
The Deputy Secretary-Treasurer stated that Minor Variance Application No. A1-21 was
advertised in The Post and circulated to the applicable agencies on March 18, 2021 as
required by Section 45 of the Planning Act, RSO 1990.
Minor Variance Application No. A1-21 applies to lands described as Part of Lot 18, Judges
Plan 55 (formerly of the Township of Bentinck) in the Town of Hanover in the County of
Grey.
The purpose of this application is to vary the provisions of Zoning By-law 2912-15 as it
applies to the front yard setback for the Residential Type 1 (R1) Zone, to allow
enlargement of an existing shed and construction of a carport on the property. Township of
Bentinck Committee of Adjustment granted Minor Variance Application No. A04-92 on
January 11th, 1993 which permitted an accessory building (8’7” X 12’) in the front yard.
Mr. Ian Mills stated that the proposed carport will be constructed as a garage, and will be
sided to match the existing house.
The Secretary-Treasurer stated the last day for appeals on this application would be April
21, 2021.

Subsequent to a good discussion with regards to Minor Variance Application No. A1-21
and its conformity with the Official Plan, Zoning By-Law and the four-tests of a minor
variance, it was then;
MOVED BY BRANDON KOEBEL / SECONDED BY MARK EBERT
THAT Minor Variance Application No. A1-21 be granted subject to the following condition:
a)

that approval be for this application only;
CARRIED

4.

New Business
The Secretary-Treasurer stated that the method for commenting on planning applications
by County of Grey will be changing in the future.

5.

Adjournment
Moved by MARK EBERT
THAT this meeting now be adjourned at 5:19 pm.

__________________________________
Committee Chair, Pat Murphy
__________________________________
Secretary-Treasurer, Don Tedford
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and REGIONAL TRANSIT

GENERAL BOARD MEETING MINUTES
Friday, January 22, 2021, 11:00 a.m.
Board Members Present: Councillor Dave Cuyler, Municipality of Kincardine
Councillor Doug Bell, Municipality of Arran-Elderslie (by teleconference)
Councillor Warren Dickert, Town of Hanover
Councillor Beth Hamilton, Municipality of West Grey
Councillor Dean Leifso, Municipality of Brockton
Mayor Scott Mackey, Township of Chatsworth
Councillor Ed McGugan, Township of Huron-Kinloss
Vice-Deputy Mayor Mike Myatt, Town of Saugeen Shores
Mayor John Woodbury, Township of Southgate
Board Members Absent:

None

Others Present:

Roger Cook, Manager
Catherine McKay, Recording Secretary

The meeting was conducted by videoconference in light of the COVID-19 pandemic.
1. Call to Order
President Mike Myatt called the meeting to order at 11:08 a.m..
2. Disclosure of Pecuniary Interest and Declaration of Conflict of Interest
None declared.
3. Approval of the Agenda
Motion #2021-001
Moved by Warren Dickert; Seconded by Beth Hamilton
That the agenda for January 22, 2021 be accepted as circulated.
Carried
4. Minutes of the December 2, 2020 General Board Meeting
Motion #2021-002
Moved by Ed McGugan; Seconded by Scott Mackey
That the minutes of December 2, 2020 be amended to replace “noted” in the fourth sentence in the third
paragraph of item 6 C with “speculated”, and that the Board approve and adopt the minutes of the
December 2, 2020 Board Meeting as so amended.
Carried
5. Business Arising from the Minutes
There was no business arising from the minutes.
6. Correspondence
A. Letter from the Township of Chatsworth
The Board noted the contents of the letter.
B. Email from the Municipality of Arran-Elderslie
The Board noted the contents of the email.

These minutes are considered to be in draft form until signed by the President and the Recording Secretary.
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C. Letter from Client
Dave Cuyler said that he knows the client and responded to him, explaining that COVID had disrupted
service. The President emphasized the need to respond to all letters from clients and the Manager
explained that when he receives such correspondence it is brought to the Board. He has not yet
responded to this particular letter.
The President will draft a response to this client explaining the situation and thanking him for getting
in touch. The draft will be sent to the Board for review.
Scott Mackey clarified that the measures that concern this client were for the long term stability of
SMART, not as a result of COVID. The President agreed that SMART needs to find cost savings for
its long term sustainability and added that he found the letter moving and genuine. Ed McGugan
found the letter is heartbreaking and emphasized that decisions taken in the interests of the long term
stability of the organization nevertheless affect people’s lives. Dave Cuyler said that he would clarify
with the client that the decisions affecting him were not only the result of COVID, but a need to
ensure long term sustainability through cost savings.
Warren Dickert wanted to know how many such letters have been received. The Manager said that he
would have to review past agendas to know how many, adding that such correspondence, whether by
letter or email, is always placed on the Board agenda.
Motion #2021-003
Moved by Dave Cuyler; Seconded by Ed McGugan
That the letter from the Township of Chatsworth, the email from the Municipality of Arran-Elderslie
and the letter from a client be received for information
Carried
7. Manager’s Reports and Recommendations
A. Report 2020-57 November 2020 Operational
The Manager presented the report, noting that there were no significant changes from October.
Compared to November 2019, ridership was down 47% for individual rides and 82% for excursions.
Motion #2021-004
Moved by Beth Hamilton; Seconded by Warren Dickert
That Report 2020-57 November 2020 Operational be approved as presented.
Carried
B. Report 2021-01 December 2020 Operational
The Manager presented the report, noting that ridership was similar to November, although there were
about 100 more rides than in November, and group rides were down 57% year over year.
Motion #2021-005
Moved by Dave Cuyler; Seconded by Dean Leifso
That Report 2021-01 December 2020 Operational be approved as presented.
Carried
C. Report 2021-02 2020 Annual
The Manager presented the report noting that 2020 was very different with a 54.7% overall decrease
in ridership. He highlighted the gas tax reserve account and the purchase of new vehicles, adding that
SMART provides a safe and dependable service with outstanding value.
Beth Hamilton suggested that the report could be co-written with the President to highlight the
resilience demonstrated by SMART and what a great job was done during COVID. She suggested
These minutes are considered to be in draft form until signed by the President and the Recording Secretary.
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highlighting issues such as the training and cleaning that was done to ensure uninterrupted service and
the strong leadership shown by the Board and the Manager, as well as the changes in service,
including the discontinuation of Sunday service and weekend dispatch. She suggested that the report
should contain a forecast to March, so the member municipalities know what is coming. She referred
to a misleading headline that had appeared in the Post suggesting that SMART was not managing
well.
Scott Mackey supported a co-written report, adding that it was a busy year with a lot of changes and
good work done through COVID, which should be documented since these changes were made to
support the long term sustainability of SMART.
Ed McGugan supported the ideas put forward by Beth Hamilton. He referred to the plexiglass panels
that were installed to separate passengers and drivers, and asked if there were any situations where
anyone caught COVID on a SMART vehicle or anyone with COVID was transported. The Manager
responded that no one caught COVID and no one with COVID was transported. He added there was
one request for a trip to a COVID testing site and SMART decided not to transport the person who
was able to travel for the test in a conventional taxi.
The President agreed that he and the Vice President will work with the Manager to rewrite the report.
Motion #2021-006
Moved by Beth Hamilton; Seconded by Dave Cuyler
That Report 2021-02 2020 Annual be modified to include SMART’s accomplishments and the
changes made to its operations in 2020.
Carried
8.

New HR Policies
Catherine McKay highlighted for the Board the three policies: Code of Conduct and Conflict of Interest,
Leave of Absence and Vacation and the general implementation considerations as set out in her
memorandum to the Board.
On the Code of Conduct and Conflict of Interest policy, the board agreed that tan and navy clothing
would be introduced only as items wear out and that embroidery on tan clothing is to be black.
With respect to the Vacation policy, Scott Mackey stated that vacation pay should be paid out according
to the Employment Standards Act. The Manager said that staff receive their vacation pay when they take
their vacation and all vacation pay is paid out by the end of the year. The Manager has not calculated the
cost of paying out recalculated vacation pay at 6% rather than 4% for those who passed their 5th
anniversary but estimates that it would be a few thousand dollars. He proposed that vacation pay at 6%
be paid out once an employee has passed their 4th anniversary and the Board agreed with this practice.
Warren Dickert asked about staff receiving fewer unpaid vacation days than in the past, and it was
explained that staff could still request unpaid days off in addition to their vacation days so as to receive
the same total amount of time off as they had in the past. It was noted that unpaid time off should not be
considered as vacation, since vacation is a statutory requirement.
Catherine McKay proposed that SMART policies should be in electronic form to avoid maintaining
multiple hard copies of policies and make distribution and updating administratively easier. Warren
Dickert stated that he is in favour of electronic policies and asked if a record is kept in training files
confirming that staff have received and read the policies. The Manager stated that staff sign off on
policies by email.
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Motion #2021-007
Moved by Beth Hamilton; Seconded by John Woodbury
That the Board approve the Code of Conduct and Conflict of Interest, the Leave of Absence Policy and
the Vacation Policy with the Manager and Catherine McKay to set implementation dates no later than
April 1, 2021.
Carried
9. Review of Partnership Agreement
The President suggested that two Board members and the newly elected President form a committee to
meet in the next few weeks to review the agreement which has not been updated in a long time. This
issue will be left with the new President.
10. Election of Officers
The President noted that it has been an interesting eighteen months since he was elected President. He
thanked his predecessor, John Woodbury, and noted that the Board has done a fabulous job, held
meaningful discussions and is headed in the right direction. He added that Saugeen Shores Council has
reappointed him to the SMART Board for another two years so he will be staying on as Past President.
The President called for nominations for President. Ed McGugan thanked the President for his
contribution and nominated Warren Dickert. Scott Mackey seconded the nomination. Warren Dickert
accepted the nomination and thanked Ed McGugan and Scott Mackey. The President called for
nominations a second and third time and there were no further nominations. Scott Mackey moved that
nominations be closed, seconded by Dean Leifso. Warren Dickert was declared President.
The President called for nominations for Vice President. On behalf of the Board, Scott Mackay thanked
the President for his leadership and nominated Beth Hamilton. Ed McGugan seconded the nomination.
Beth Hamilton accepted the nomination. The President called for nominations a second and third time
and there were no further nominations. Dave Cuyler moved that nominations be closed, seconded by
Warren Dickert. Beth Hamilton was declared Vice President. Mike Myatt acknowledged Beth
Hamilton’s contribution to the Board as well as the great work that she also does behind the scenes.
11. Other Business
Board Bylaws
The Past President raised the issue of the by-laws of the corporation which are outdated and need to be
updated. He also suggested that SMART should have an Executive Committee of three Board members
(the President, the Vice President and a Member at Large) to address critical issues that might arise such
as in the area of staffing. He said that there should be three members to avoid tie votes. Dave Cuyler
agreed, noting that his current commitments may not allow him to devote time to additional SMART
duties, but he said it is important to have the third person. Scott Mackey agreed, noting that the
Executive Committee should review the by-laws and he proposed that Dean Leifso would be an asset to
the Committee. The Manager noted that in some organizations, there is the position of Past President
which could be considered a member of the Executive Committee. Mike Myatt noted that he is the Chair
of the HR Committee, and may not want to take on duties beyond that.
The Board arrived at a consensus to add a third member to the Executive Committee and the matter was
left with the new President.
It was noted that Mike Myatt is the Chair of the HR Committee, with Committee members being Scott
Mackey, Dave Cuyler and Warren Dickert. The election of a Chair for this committee will be done by
the committee itself.
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THE SAUGEEN MUNICIPAL AIRPORT COMMISSION
SPECIAL MEETING MINUTES
Monday, March 1, 2021, 2:00 p.m.
Commissioners Present:

Dan Gieruszak, Chair
Dave Hocking, Vice Chair
Kelani Stam, Secretary
Moe Hanif
Bill Roseborough
Jack Zeinstra

Commissioners Absent: Tom Hutchinson
Guests:

Catherine McKay, Recording Secretary

The meeting was conducted by videoconference in light of the COVID-19 pandemic.
1.

Call to Order
The Chair called the meeting to order at 2:00 p.m..

2.

Approval of the Agenda
Motion Moved by D. Hocking
That the agenda for March 1, 2021 be accepted as circulated.
Carried

3.

Disclosure of Pecuniary Interest and Declaration of Conflict of Interest
None declared.

4.

Delegations
There were no delegations.

5.

Correspondence Requiring Action
A. February 26th Letter from Doug Ronan
This item was deferred to the in camera session of the meeting.

6.

Public Notification
There were no public notifications.

7.

Reports
There were no reports.

8.

In Camera
The Chair asked any guests to sign out of the meeting before the closed session, noting that they could sign
back into the waiting room, to be readmitted to the regular meeting once the closed session was adjourned.

Seconded by B. Roseborough

Motion Moved by D. Hocking
Seconded by M. Hanif
That the Commission convene in closed session at 2:06 p.m. in order to address a matter pertaining to personal
matters about an identifiable individual, including employees/contractors and matters pertaining to advice that
is subject to solicitor/client privilege, including communications necessary for that purpose.
Carried
The Recording Secretary remained for the in camera portion.
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Saugeen Municipal Airport Preparing for Economic Recovery
The Saugeen Municipal Airport Commission is very encouraged that with new hangar builds at the
Airport, renewed interest from the Snowbirds, and a new flight school in the works, the Saugeen
Municipal Airport will again become a hub of economic activity within the region. The new flight school
is working with Transport Canada and hopes for a late May opening.
Over the past two years the Saugeen Municipal Airport Commission has formalized existing rules and
regulations, established a Code of Conduct for everyone using the airport, updated the Airport Access
Agreement for pilots, established a draft strategic plan through consultation with pilots and municipal
Economic Development Officers, approved a Zero Tolerance Policy for Discrimination, and enhanced its
Respect in the Workplace (Harassment and Violence) policy. The Airport is transforming from the grass
runways it once was to a thriving economic hub.
“The Saugeen Municipal Airport is extremely pleased with the professionalism, and service focus of
Airport Manager, Ms. Filomena McDonald” said Chair of the Saugeen Municipal Airport Commission,
Dan Gieruszak. “And we are also encouraged by discussions with Transport Canada and the National
Canadian Owners and Pilots Association, that will result in a continuous improvement of service.”

------- 30 -----Dan Gieruszak
Chair Saugeen Municipal Airport Commission
dgieruszak@brockton.ca
226-668-9182
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Ministry of the Solicitor General

Ministère du Solliciteur général

Office of the Fire Marshal and
Emergency Management

Bureau du commissaire des incendies
et de la gestion des situations
d'urgence

25 Morton Shulman Avenue
Toronto ON M3M 0B1
Tel: 647-329-1100
Fax: 647-329-1143

25 Morton Shulman Avenue
Toronto ON M3M 0B1
Tél. : 647-329-1100
Téléc. : 647-329-1143

March 30, 2021

Your Worship Sue Paterson
Town of Hanover
341 10th Street
Hanover, ON N4N1P5
Dear Mayor:
As the Chief of Emergency Management for Ontario, it is incumbent on me to monitor,
coordinate and assist municipalities with their respective municipal emergency
management programs in accordance with the Emergency Management and Civil
Protection Act (EMCPA). To confirm municipalities are in compliance with the EMCPA,
every municipality in Ontario submits a compliance package to Emergency Management
Ontario on a yearly basis.
Emergency Management Ontario (EMO) has reviewed the documentation submitted by
your Community Emergency Management Coordinator (CEMC) and have determined
that your municipality was compliant with the EMCPA in 2020.
The safety of all our citizens is important, and one way to ensure that safety is to
ensure that your municipality is prepared in case of an emergency. We congratulate you
on your municipality's efforts in achieving compliance in 2020. I look forward to
continuing to work with you to support your continued compliance on an ongoing basis.
If you have any questions or concerns about this letter, please contact our Emergency
Management Field Officer assigned to your Sector; their contact information is below.

Name: TeresaAlonzi
Email: Teresa.Alonzi2@ontario.ca
Phone: 437-771-8849
Sincerely,

Teepu Khawja
Assistant Deputy Minister and Chief, Emergency Management
cc:

Jeff Dentinger - CEMC
Teresa Alonzi - Field Officer - Bruce Sector
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Ministry of Finance
Office of the Minister

Ministère des Finances
Bureau du ministre

7th Floor, Frost Building South
7 Queen's Park Crescent
Toronto ON M7A 1Y7
Telephone: 416-325-0400
Facsimile: 416-327-0374

7e étage, Édifice Frost Sud
7 Queen's Park Crescent
Toronto ON M7A 1Y7
Téléphone: 416-325-0400
Télécopieur: 416-327-0374

March 29, 2021

Dear Head of Council:
I am writing to provide you with an update on the Ontario Cannabis Legalization
Implementation Fund (OCLIF).
As you know, OCLIF was announced in 2018 as a $40 million initiative over two years
to help municipalities with the implementation costs of recreational cannabis
legalization. The funding under the program has now been fully disbursed.
The province also committed that, if Ontario’s portion of the federal excise duty on
recreational cannabis over the first two years of legalization exceeds $100 million, the
province will provide 50 per cent of the surplus to those municipalities that did not opt
out as of January 22, 2019.
I am pleased to be able to share a final update on this commitment. Ontario’s portion of
the federal excise duty for the period of October 17, 2018 to October 16, 2020 has
exceeded $100 million, meaning we will share 50 per cent of the surplus excise duties
(the amount greater than $100 million), $3,991,090, with eligible municipalities.
The government will distribute this final payment this month as follows:
•
•

Funding will be provided on a per household basis to municipalities that did not
opt-out of hosting retail stores as of January 22, 2019, adjusted so that each
recipient municipality will receive at least $5,000.
Lower-tier and upper-tier municipalities will receive funding based on 50% of their
households. Upper-tier municipalities will receive funding in relation to opt-out
decisions made by the lower-tier municipality. If a lower tier municipality optedout, the upper tier municipality will not receive funding on a per household basis
in relation to that municipality.

The government is providing this funding now to municipalities in a manner similar to
past payments. This means municipalities will have the funds on hand to use for the
implementation costs the fund was designed to support.

…/2

-2-

The Deputy Minister of Finance will write shortly to the Treasurers of recipient
municipalities with details about the administration of this funding and attach each
municipality’s specific allocation notice. Payments will also be processed at that time.
Municipalities have been important partners in the successful implementation of the
federal government’s legalization of recreational cannabis. We look forward to
continuing to work together in this regard.
Sincerely,
Original signed by

Peter Bethlenfalvy
Minister of Finance and President of the Treasury Board
c:

The Honourable Doug Downey, Attorney General
The Honourable Steve Clark, Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing
Mark Lawson, Chief of Staff, Ministry of Finance
David Corbett, Deputy Attorney General
Greg Orencsak, Deputy Minister of Finance
Kate Manson-Smith, Deputy Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing
Jane N Mallen, Assistant Deputy Minister, Policy Division, Ministry of Attorney
General
Erin McGinn, Assistant Deputy Minister, Government Business Enterprise
Division, Ministry of Finance
Jonathan Lebi, Assistant Deputy Minister, Local Government and Planning Policy
Division, Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
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Dear Brian Tocheri, Town of Hanover
On behalf of Cathy Seguin, President of the Ontario Recreation Facilities Association
(ORFA), I would respectfully request consideration for the following “Open Letter” to
be added as correspondence to the next Mayor and Council agenda for awareness.
As we are all aware, the COVID-19 pandemic has created unprecedented challenges
for all communities and has required a flexible and responsive approach. Over the
past year, we have witnessed the vital role that recreation facility professionals, and
recreation infrastructure (indoor and outdoor), play in our communities. While following
public health guidance, providing even limited access to recreation has allowed our
community residents to stay connected, support their physical and mental health, and
hopefully encourages them to view a more positive, post-pandemic future.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Best wishes,

John Milton
Chief Administrative Officer

OPEN Letter to ORFA Members and Industry Employers
Dear Colleagues,
As we are aware, the pandemic has created unprecedented challenges for all
communities and has required a flexible and responsive approach. Over the
past year, we have witnessed the vital role that recreation facility

professionals, and recreation infrastructure (indoor and outdoor), play in our
communities. While following public health guidance, providing even limited
access to recreation has allowed our community residents to stay connected,
support their physical and mental health, and hopefully encourages them to
view a more positive, post-pandemic future.
You, and your team members, are the reason why great community
recreation exists. I hope you will join me in recognizing the recreation facility
professionals within your organization and thank them for their commitment
and resilience to ensuring safe and enjoyable recreational activities and
spaces.
As a member of the Ontario Recreation Facilities Association (ORFA), we
continue to support you in your operation and management of your
community assets. Since last summer, ORFA has provided its members with
timely, current and relevant pandemic-related information. In addition to
ORFA’s weekly e- news sent to all members, we encourage you to visit
www.orfa.com to access other membership benefits, including:
o

o
o
o
o
o

COVID-19 Updates and Toolbox including Recreation Facility
COVID-19 Re-entering and Reopening Guiding Principles and
Best Practices
Events: online self-study and virtual
Professional designations
Facility Forum magazine (print and digital)
Resource Centre (podcasts, webinars, best practice guidelines,
discussion board)
Careers (job postings)

Recreation facility professionals, through education, workplace-specific
training, and professional certification, have the requisite skills, enhanced
knowledge and empowered attitude to better operate and manage
infrastructure in support of safe facilities. Your ORFA membership allows you
to invest in yourself, your staff, and your profession.

I wish to close by thanking our 7,000-plus members for providing critically
important frontline and management services to our communities and for
their support of corporate, municipal, provincial and federal directives that
align in keeping your communities as safe as possible.
The ORFA is here to help. Please reach out to us at anytime!
Sincerely,

Cathy Seguin, President
Ontario Recreation Facilities Association Inc.

Ontario Recreation Facilities Association Inc.
1 Concorde Gate, Suite 102, Toronto Ontario, Canada M3C 3N6
Tel.416-426-7062 Email ORFA
UNSUBSCRIBE
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Do you live in Bruce County or Grey County?
Do you have thoughts about the safety or well-being of people in your
community based on your experiences between March 2020 and now?
Do you have suggestions about improvements that could be made to
improve safety and well-being in your community?

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU NOW!
Complete Round 2 of our important survey at cswbp-brucegrey.ca
or contact your local Municipal Office to get a printed copy.

16 municipalities, 2 counties, 8 police services, 14 police service boards and more than 30 education, health
and social service organizations across Bruce and Grey Counties are working together to improve the safety
and well-being of Bruce and Grey through Community Safety and Well-Being Planning (CSWBP).

Visit cswbp-brucegrey.ca for more information and to see how you can participate!

CSWBP Survey
cswbp-brucegrey.ca

CSWBP Survey
cswbp-brucegrey.ca
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NOTICE OF A PUBLIC MEETING
CONCERNING A PROPOSED PLAN OF SUBDIVISION
AND ZONING BY-LAW AMENDMENT
TAKE NOTICE that the Council of the Corporation of the Town of Hanover will hold a Public Meeting on:

MONDAY, APRIL 19, 2021 at 7:00 P.M.
in the Municipal Council Chambers located at 341 10th Street to consider a proposed zoning by-law
amendment under Section 34 of the Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, as amended. This meeting will also include
the public meeting requirement, including circulation for a proposed Plan of Subdivision.
The proposed zoning by-law amendment (Z2-21) would rezone lands described as Part of Lots 9 and10,
Concessions 1 and 2, NDR, geographic Township of Bentinck, now in the Town of Hanover, in the County of
Grey. Below is a key map showing the location of the proposed amendment.
This Zoning By-law Amendment proposes to implement the plan of subdivision application by rezoning the
subject lands from Residential Type 1 (R1), Residential Type 1 holding (R1-h), Future Development (D), Open
Space (OS) and Hazard (H) to Residential Type 2 Site Specific (R2-xx), Residential Type 3 Site Specific (R3xx), Residential Type 4 Site Specific (R4-xx), Open Space (OS) and Hazard (H). The rear portions of those lots
backing onto the Saugeen River to the north and the tributary to the south will be zoned Hazard (H) as those
lands are within the floodplain.
ANY INTERESTED PERSONS can submit written correspondence via email directly to btocheri@hanover.ca
or mail your comments to Brian Tocheri, CAO/Clerk, Town of Hanover, 341 10th Street, Hanover, ON N4N 1P5
by noon on Wednesday, April 14, 2021.
ANY INTERESTED PERSONS wanting to address Hanover Council at the public meeting on April 19, 2021,
please note that in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Town of Hanover will not be allowing the public into the
Winkler Room/Hanover Civic Centre. Members of the public can speak during the meeting via Zoom. If you
wish to address Council during the meeting, please contact the Clerk by calling 519.364.2780 Ext. 1231 by
noon on April 16, 2021. Staff will provide you with the details on how to participate in the meeting. You can also
view the livestream of the meeting at https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83533023806.
IF a person or public body does not make oral submissions at a public meeting or make written submissions to
the Town of Hanover before the proposed zoning by-law is passed, the person or public body is not entitled to
appeal the decision of the Town of Hanover to the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal.
IF a person or public body does not make oral
submissions at a public meeting, or make written
submissions to the Town of Hanover before the
proposed zoning by-law is passed, the person or
public body may not be added as a party to the
hearing of an appeal before the Local Planning
Appeal Tribunal unless, in the opinion of the
Tribunal, there are reasonable grounds to do so.
ADDITIONAL information relating to the proposed
zoning by-law amendment may be obtained by
contacting the undersigned.

Dated at the Town of Hanover
this 11th day of March, 2021

KEY MAP

SUBJECT PROPERTY

Brian Tocheri, CAO/Clerk, Town of Hanover
341 10th St. Hanover ON N4N 1P5
t 519.364.2780 | f 519.364.6456 | hanover.ca

